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PRBPAOE 
This subject presents a new field of reaearoh tor 
the archives of Concordia Saninary. Ver7 tew book• 
mention the relationship between Ohr1st1an Soienoe and 
Gnosticism; whereas, very many books, which, in other 
respects, treat the subject ot either Christian Scienoe 
or Gnosticism very thoroughly, do not even allude to 
any relationship between the two. This thesis, then, is 
the result of much original research 1n th6ae two,related, 
historically significant subjects. 
The purpose of this thesis is not polanioal. Nor ie 
it the purpose to show that Christian So~enoe ia baaed 
directly and primarily on Gnosticism. It is to be a 
parallelism onlyJ -- 7et not o.~ "acoidental" doctrine• 
~-l • 
taught 1n both, but of main tenets whioh are well substan-
tiated·. 
Chapters I and II are included to provide a brief 
background of Gnosticism and Christian Science, reapeotivel7, 
1n order to make this a more complete, objective study. 
In Chapter III there is also th~ added feature of seeing 
how Mr.a, Eddy develops various Gnostic ideas to tit 1n 
with some of her salient teachings. 
It is almost impossible to ascertain exaotl7 what Mrs. 
Eddy• s teachings are in · every maspect, because ot her man7 
oontradictions and her constant, arbitrary play on words. 
Therefore, it is necessary to quote her writings a number 
ot times and from ditterent approaohea to prove what 
stand she actually did take 1n every instance whioh 
oomes under consideration 1n this thesia. 
11. 
It is taken tor granted that any interested reader 
is acquainted with the rudiments ot Onoatioiam. Theretore, 
the author did not deem 1t necessary to quote long sections 
regarding the Gnostic teachings, except tor the purpose •t 
shedding additional light upon the ,aubjeot under consider-
ation. It is to be brought to mind that nearly all the 
gnostic teachings are well established and substantiated 
in a great array or books on the subject. 
It is the author's humble wish that this thesis will 
serve as an incentive and a basis tor further reaearoh 1n 
th1s,or a related,subject. The author has tound that,with 
Gnosticism 1n mind, one has the best possible perapeotive 
trom which to vie~ the teachings of Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy, 
because, in the last analysis, OhristillD Science is nothing 
but a revival of the ancient Gnostic ideas, with the 
feature ot metaphysical healing added tor the sake ot 
deceiving the unwary. 
P. G. 8. 
April 15, 1942 
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GNOSTIC ELEMER'l'S II OBRISTIAR 80IEICB 
IB'l'RODUO'l'ION 
"There is nothing new under the aun." Thia holds 
true 1n the history of religions almost as universall7 
as in the history of human experiences in general. 
Almost all recent thought is bas.ed upon previous know-
ledge. Even new ideas which, asitis thought, are born of 
purely, human minds to-day have been experienced by some 
before us in the yesteryears, though otten but crude 
products of the human mind. 
Even t he ideas of Kant, Spinoza, and Hegel were but 
applications of former mental ideas. Mary P. Parmele 
brings out that Spinoza and Hegel were both Panthe1at1o. l) 
In like manner, Rousseau's, Voltaire's, and Paine's 
rationalistic ideas were applications ot old rationalistic 
ideas. 
As a trend of recent religious thought, Modernism 
1s an issue which, seemingly, is very new. Yet it is really 
a mere revival and a development of ancient thought. It 
can be said that Modernism is nothing more than a BJDthe~a 
of all previous heresies. 
Theosophy, too, is only a revival and an adaptation 
of ancient thought. It is easentially an amalgamation ot 
Ohr1st1an1ty and BultMam, as Madame Blavataky, the real 
1) Parmele, Mary P., Christian Science, p.l6t. 
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organizer of these Ocoultista, baaed her ideas on "the 
Arian and other Eastern literature, religion, and 
sciences." 2) * 
Christian Science is also a oonglomoralion ot 
Mysticism, Buddhism, Idealism, Onosticism, etc. Ohria\lan.. 
Science "has been charged with being Manichean, Gnostic 
or Docetic in doctrine, and antinomian 1n ethics. The 
truth is that Christian Soience cannot be ident1t1ed with 
any one heresy, either ancient or modern, though undoubted• 
ly it has incorporated elements tla~t were d1at1nct1ve ot 
ancient sects." 3) The Concordia Cyclopedia also adds 
that Christian Science contains also elements of 
Brahmanism and Neoplatonism. 4) 
In this thesis we shall res!ict ourselves to the 
Gnostic elements as represented 1n the writings ot Mrs. 
Mary Baker Eddy. It will be impossible to give all the 
references 1n Mrs. Eddy's writings concerning the great 
array ot the remnants of Gnosticism 1n a thesis as limited 
as this. But, it is hoped, the reader will find all the 
references pertinent to the subject, and 1n such a way 
that nothing essential is omitted. 
2)!!!!_ Concordia Cyclopedia, 
3 >Bellwald, A.M., Christian 
4 >p. 141. 
p.'755. 
Science and the Catholic Faith, 175. 
----------
* Ct. QUalben, Historz of the Christian Ohuroh, p.361: 
"Theosophy, which meanil"•divirie wisdom', is oonoerned wlth 
muatioal speculations concerning God and the univer••• 
It seeks to rind the essential truth wioh underlie• all 
systems of religion, philosophy, and aoienoe; ••• 1t ia 
in constant search tor secret doctrines which will 1'urn1ah 
the best key ~ to truth." 
-a-
CHAPTER I 
THE ONOSTIOS .AND '£HEIR '.l'EAOBIBOS 
DEPINITIOI~ 
"Gnosis is the Greek word tor •knowledge,• or 
•science.• The Onostio, correapon41Dgl7, 1a 
the man who is supposed to have knowledge be7ond the 
range of common man." 5 ) Therefore, Gnoat1o1am, purporting 
to be a. higher and more philosophic torm ot Cbriat1an1t7, 
is a paganizing religious philosophy, which included 
Christianity in its vagaries and speculations. 
It is a broad term,as Jrbtsche points outs "Out ot tae 
1'us1ng of cosmological myths or Oriental and Greek 
paganism with Christian historical elements in the 
crucible of its own speculation, there arose numerous 
systems of a higher fantastic sort ot religious philoaoph7, 
which were included under the common naJlle ot Onoat1o1am.• &) 
ROOTS FROM "Gnosticism is the most stupendoua and the 
HEATHENDOM most fantastic form ot religious IJDOretiam 
known to history. Oriental mysticism and Greek philoaoph7, 
Buddh1et1c nihilism and Platonic idealism, Zoroastrian dual-
ism and Alexandrian Judaism, Babylonian cosmology and 
Greek mythology, and other elements together with Obriatian 
ideas are thrown into the crucible and, as it were, ohaml-
oally compounded." 7) Aa many •••twhile heathen were oom1ng 
into the Ohurch 1n this great m1as1onar7 age, the7 wlahect 
to oarr7 with them ethnic idea• dear to th• and to mingle 
5 >waterman, Lucius, The Poat-APoatol1o !I!, "'-'• Epooha 
of Church Hlstor7,W--VoI:'fI, P• 101. 
8)Klotache, outline 2!. ~History 2£_ Dootr1De•-. p. 99. 
7)oonoord1a Cyclopedia, p. 281. 
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them with Christian elements. Because of the taot that 
there were so many different heathen beliefs, there were 
also many varieties of gnostic thinkers, because each one 
n . 
got his knowledge out of his own head by the simple 
process of rejecting everything in Apostolic Ohriatiehity 
which did not satiety his own mind, and adding 1n every-
thing which did particularly commend itself to him as an 
answer to the great questions of the universe.• S) 
That the Gnos1s and it priniiples had existed ev~n 
before the Apostolic Age is shown by Foakea•Jaokaona 
"Its principles are to be f9und 1n the 'l'imaeua of 
Plato which is an excellent intorduotion to the sub-
ject. According to Plato there are two worlds. The 
one around us, consisting of sensible object•, is but 
a shadow of the other, which is the world ot essential 
forms (14eas), which are immaterial. The ideas belong 
to the real world, and all visible objects are partial 
revelations of unseen actualities. Thus, what is ma-
terial is but a types the idea itself is the ultimate 
reality. The world we see is the work of a creator 
or Demiurge who tashioned the things seen on the 
model of the unseen •. In studying a Gnostic system 
we meet constantly with personified abstractions 
called Aeons (ages, eternities), · christ, the Church, 
Truth, Light, Wisdom •••• At first sight, Onoat1o1am 
appears little better then a tissue ot absurdities. 
Nevertheless some of its great exponenta were evident-
ly no mean philosophers. we are, however, under the 
disadvantage of only having garbled reports ot their 
systems." 9) 
TBE SYNORE'£ISTIC 
TENDlmOIES 
heathen converts. 
As we have pointed out, the Gnoais was 
brought 1n ·the realm of Ohr1atendam bJ 
It 1s necessary to understand the 
synoretistic tendency of the age to see why Gnosticism 
oame into the Church so rapidly. "Skepticism had under-
8)waterman, 2£• ~., p.196. 
9 )Poakes-Jaokson, Studies in the Lite of the Early Ohuroh 
Peat 
..... ________ I 
. . . 
-a-
mined and finally dissolved the traditional rel1g1oua 
beliets of the ancient world. The 1ntluenoe ot oriental 
religious elements was strongly telt in Greek and Roman 
culture. These pagan ideas were eagerly absorbed, inter• 
preted through, and harmonized with, ph1loaophical ideas. 
In conformity with the spirit of the age the great ideas 
of Christianity were also compared and harmonized with 
Hellenistic and Jewish philosophy, and oriental theosophy ••• 
In Gnosticism the synoretistic tendency was to amalgamate 
oriental theosophy and Hellenistic philosophy with 
Christianity in order to establish a universal religion." lO) 
Kurtz, in his Ohunoh History, has given a fine 
evaluation of' thi s synoretistic spirit which was such an 
(n'luc ,.ti• 1 • 
b,i.g cauae of t he rise of' Gnosticism: 
"Even within the borders of' the church, this Synoretism, 
favored by t h e prevailing sp1r1 t of the age, influenced 
those of superior culture to whom the church doctriae 
of the age did not seem to make enough ot theosophie~ 
principles and speculative thought while the worship 
of the church seomed dry and barren •••• The pagan 
element is on the whole the prevailing one, inasmuch 
as in most Gnostic systems. Christianity is not rep•e-
sented as the conclusion and completion ot the devel- . 
opment of salvatiQn given in the Old Testament, but 
orten merely as the continuation and climax or the 
pagan religion of nature and the pagan mystery worahip. • 11 ) 
EARLY 
BEGINNINGS 
"Schon im apoatolischen Zeitalter traten mit 
zunehmender Deutliehkeit Baeretiker aut', bes. 
in Kleinasien und Ant1ooh1en, welohe ihren naechsten Ursprung 
1m Judentua haben. Spekulationen ueber die &igel- und 
Oeiaterwelt. eine dualistisch asketiache Rthik oder 
lO)Klotsche, 21?.• ~., P• 17. 
ll)p. 99. 
-6-
una1ttl1oher L1bert1n1smus, Sp1r1tual1a1rung der Aur-
erstehung, sowie Hon ueber die Bottnung der K1rohe 
kennzeiohnen sie 
••• • zu Sohlusz der ap. Ze1t, gegen Ende 
des l. Jarh., haben diese Ansichten teeter Gestalt ange-
nommen. Johannes bekampft eine R1ohtung, welche Ohriatua 
Von Jesus scheidet, 1ndem s1e leugnet, daaz Jeaua al• 
Ohr1stus 1m Fleisbh gekommen •••• Der ap. Zeit gehoert 
auch der samer1tanische Ps•udomeas1as Simon an••• • Seine 
Lehre wurde durch. se1nen Schueler Menander naoh Ant1ooh1en 
verpflanzt. Auch er trieb Mag1e, 11esz die Welt von 
Engeln gemacht se1n, welche von der 'ldee' hervorgebraoht 
Beien; er verhiesz denen, welohe ihm folgen, die Unaterb-
lichkeit ••• " 12) 
ITS SPREAD 
"Beginning before the Apostolic Age was closed; 
and apparently in Syria, 1t spread taat and 
tar. Just because it was an embodiment Qt what men tait-
like thinking at the time, it was constantly. shitting and 
changing, never appearing in two countries .in exactl7 the 
same form, never transmitted trom one generation to another 
without change. Gnostic rationalism. being the plaJ or 
Belt-indulgent fancy that it was, had no more histor7 
thaa the succession of cloud-shadows that tlit across a 
hillside on a summer morning. Both the olouda and the 
fancies are bound by natural lawa, no doubt, but the7 do 
not make a story that the mind or man can follow.• 13) 
Yet we know that in this period •anoatica have sprung up, 
12>seeberg, Dr. Re1nhold 6 Lehrbuoh !!!:, Dogmengeaohiohte, S8r. 
13) 
Waterman, .2E.. 2.!,!., p. 204. 
-7-
and have been manifested like mushrooms growing out ot the 
gl'ound." 14) 
""'e; + 11 • .r:o ,4 J T h t ' J. I 1 ' "' .. n ,) __ ., t-1•1J.nn n; '""r:rn .• , a r . • e: na <.:i.01H, .t'r onr· ,;:n o..:.J.~ 
hervor•gc. trete:n und h:;ben a l sbald ungab.eure Ve1~bi-eitung 
ei•l r:~n .~t ••. 1i!nnde't:'ndo 1ahre:r· v,orden dienes r .::pide Wachs-
tum b !;nvirltt h t3be.r.- (-rrgl. 1. ,Toh. 4, 1.2. Joh. 10, 3. 
Did . 11, 12. I .'-3!' , .,111 . 4., 1 £1.'ph. 9,1; 7,1 ••• ) • .D:1 Ein-
a elnen lid r.~t d:t. e Gescbichte desneJ.bon im Du.nkeln. Bur 
so vi -: 1 is t :<lar, dfl.SZ in einigen D9cennien diese Rich-
t un.~ auf. he:l.dcns ch.ri.stJ. ich~,i. Bar.en grosze Ausbrei tung 
gef\n!den UY\d in s·1ec:i. f i s ch heidencJ:n•is tlicher Weise 
f'o !'t •_'.;eh i.l det wl"\rn on in t . Dle wichtston gnost. 1Systane• 
sind d ie des BRsiliaA~, des Valentin mit seinan 8chuelern 
(Herakleon, Ptolemoei•:-:: r'!i e Hauptvcrtreter ncr italiachen 
Schul e, A:x.i:m i c u s , Bardesa.nes a ls Hepreesenta:Jilten der 
anRtoliscl1.eu Schnl<:), die Ophiten, Kainiten, Persten. 
S e t h l m10:c , d er Un.'.)s tik t..J~ ,J'us t.in, die Haa~s enar; dazu 
Ultras ,·,ie Msr<ms, Ktn•p okrotes u.s. w. ( eine uebersichtl. 
Zu:~alO.tn l:lni.'1rn~1. :i.n I,I0Gll 13:i.~ ~ KG. I, 136 ff.).': 15) 
EAHLY I t ii; eyon c} i,llo snor>o of i,his 1..llo~ ls t.o enter into 
LEAD.!!:dS (t di s cus s ion of t .he · ar5.ous views or ttll the leaders 
and. 01' t heir Gr.: Qsti~ sch oola. It ~riill our.rice to Jr.tention them 
but br·i0f'l y . 
·rhe leA.clE)rs in the J\po::; t olic .Age r1ei>e tho following: 
Sir,1on !.:r1gu~·~-, who i i: mentioned in Acts 8 as m&kint,; hir1self 
God ; Ce1•in thus-:H\ who i nvented the Demi urge ; and Nicolaa, 
who w~s c ond0111Dcd i n .P.ev. 2 , 6. 15. 
'l'h es3 ",er,·. t h e Gnori~i,;:s who were repoo.tadly opposed 
a11 d conde•nned In t tc, Ua:"J Testat11ont. one passaBe th:?t refers 
to thes G Gn0stics i n Gei.-:i oral is Ool. 2,8: 11.Bewai•e lest any 
----·- ·- -·-· 
14) I1~eH. I, XAL>C. 
H Gl" ~ c 1 cs, p • 2r.-l • 
l;)) Op. ~it., u.5~. 
- ·-
'.fhe Gh'1.u·ch' s Debt ·to 
-----
.;:. 01:. A ·1 ..:l· , :::ou:-.•c 1;; Boo!c for Ancient Church History , p.78 rr. 
** .!£_-1:_<2.:_, p p . a1. 114. PR1TZLAFF MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
CONCORDIA SEMINARY 
ST. LOUIS. MO 
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man apo11 you through philosophy and vain deceit, after 
the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world 
and not after Christ." 
Foakes-Jackson bring out that the earliest Onoatic 
sect, that came gradually into the realm of Christianity 
were the Ophites and tho followers ot Simon Magus. Thia 
is probably the correct view. we may go a little more at 
length 1n discussing what · Foakes-Jaokson says ot the 
0ph1tes: 16) 
"ot the earliest sects the most interesting are the 
Nassenes, or Ophites, the first, according to 
Hippolytus, who took the name of Gnostics, though 
the other fathers say the followers of Simon M,igus 
were the earliest to ass'UJJ).e the title. If Hippolytus 
means that the Ophitea were the first Christian sect 
to be thus styled, he is probably right; for they 
wore undoubtedly Christian in assigning to Jesus 
Christ the highest ~lace in their system, which follows 
the usual Gnostic scheme of a Great Unlmown Principle 
and s. s .eries of worlds, the lowest of which is our 
material universe. The distinctive oharaoter1sticso 
of Oph1t1sm are the reverence for the Serpent and 
the doctrine th~t this world 1s ruled by a positively 
evil being called Ialdabaoth. The Serpent comes 
probably from Asia Minor, where every temple is said 
to have had its ser~ent deity. He is the virtuous 
offspring of Ialdabaoth, and saves man by inducing 
him to partake of the tree of the knowledge of good 
end evil. All peoples, according to Ophite hJmDS 
quoted by Hippolytus, worshipped the one God under 
different names. 11 
These Ophites were condemned in Peter, in Jude, and in 
Revelation. 
GNOS'l'ICS OF THE 
SECOND OEMTURY_.. 
Among the outstanding leaders of the 
Gnostic teachings in the second century 
werezBasil1des of Alexandria; Valentinus (o.150 A.D.), who 
introduced Zyzygy, i.e., celestial or double marriage1 
16)poakes-Jackson, Studi~e ,!! ~ ~ ~ !!'!.! Barlz Ohuroh, 
p. 65. 
*Of.also Ayer, J.o., ~· .2!1•, pp.114.103-106. 
Oarpooratee, who taught traduc1an1sm, the theor7 that 
eoule are transplanted from one body to anothera and 
* Marc1on of Sinopo, who said that the God of the Old 
Testament was inferior to the God of the New Testament. 
He was also one of the main upholders of the docet1c 
doctrine, viz., that Christ only seemed to appear 1n 
the flesh •. .; .. )} 
Seaberg says still more of Maroion and of his 
great influence: 17) 
Marcion "hat Gemeinden gegruen(!et •• , und .,ec}Wn., um 
150 was seine Lehre /,(;;(.-'7",(, -r{c(V f~VIJ5 o<ww7T...JV 
verbreitet •••• Bis in das 6. Jerh. haben slch 
rnarcionitische Gemeinde in Orient erhalten. Die 
Lehre hat sich dabei teils gnostisohen teils 
kirchlichen Ansichten accomodirt •••• Christi 
Leiden erkau.ft die Menschen aus der Gewalt des 
De.miurgen." 
Other Gnostic schools or sects that may be mentioned 
were the Oainites, the Sethians, the Melchizedekians, and 
*** the Essenes. The Essenian Ebion1tes at Oolosse were tae 
onos who exalted all the negative elements of the Old 
Testament (the serpent, Cain, Esau, Korah, Sodomites, eto.) 
'l'hey were closely related to the Oph!tes. 
And three other men that cannot be completely 
overlooked are Saturninus, Justin the Gnostic, and ~ani. 
17
>seeberg, 2!?.• ~' p.65. 
* Klotsche, !?E.• cit., p. 23, says that Marcion wes not a 
Gnostic, even tnough he maintained asceticism and a 
dualistic view. We disagree with this view. er. Seeberg, 
22.• ~·, p.64f. . 
** On related Monarchianiam, of. Waterman, .21!.• !!!•, Vol.II,261. 
***The earliest reference which we have to this sect is found 
1n Philo: ~ onmes erob. 1,1ber (12-13). Philo po1nta 
out that the main feature of the Essenes was their ethics. 
GENERAL Gnosticism addressed itaelt to the 
* OHARACTlsR ISTICS same problem which lay at the foundation 
of all oriental r eligions -- the relation of tinite man 
to the infinite God . Thay asked: How can an imperfect 
world proceed fron a perfect God? ~bat is the relation 
or spirit to matter? How did evil enter the world? What 
is evil? Almost all early th.inkers were driven by theae 
questions into s ome form of dualism, which, es we shall 
see, was also a characteristic of Christian 8cienoe. 
Concerning dualism they believed that there were !!g_ 
worlds in shar p contrast with one another, the worlds ot 
the good and of' t he evil, the worlds of light and ot 
darkness, t he spiritual world and the material world. 
"~o primary and equal Powers, Good and Evil, were there-
fore recogniced. The latter was co-eternal with the 
f'ormer." 18 ) Th e \1orld of' matter, which cannot be traced 
to God as a spirit, is also evil. It was the world of 
the interior God, the Dem.1urge, or Godot the Jews. ** 
"Accordingly Christianity, with its great idea or 
redemption, 1s to the CJnostics the world-renewing principle 
fviz., that anything considered to be the material, being 
evil, is to be fought against; but at the same time, bel6ev1ng 
that the spiritual is treed from the materia.!7', but it 1• 
not redemption from sin and guilt, ••• it is not aoteric 
l8)Qualben, ~· ~., p. 76. 
* Of'. also Mansel, Th.e Gnostic Heresies, pp.87~. 
-** Concerning the Demiurge, QUalben, 21?.• !!!•, p.761 haa alao 
this to say: "God did not himself directly create the 
world. From him proceeded a series ot emanations or aeons 
on a desoonding scale. The lowest or these emanation• 
but cosmic principle; and in spite or the tact that the 
Gnost1cs sought to· elevate Ohr1st1an1ty tot he position 
ot the universal religion they robbed Christianity as 
the one absolute rol1g1on of its tundamental and essential 
elements," 19) 
Watermnn has this to say concerning the Dem1urge 
doctrine of the Onostics: 
"One hears much in Gn.ostio systems or the D8Dl1urgus, 
or Dern.iurge, -- it 1a a Greek word meaning "world-
maker," -- but he is llways represented as a rival 
of the true God, or as 'a very inferior, and very ignor-
ant and blundering, subordinate. Hence in some 
Gnostic systems the Creator is the jealous God of tlN 
Jews ana of t he Old Testament, meanly setting himself 
up against human progress, and against the nobler 
God of the Christian Revelation. In soma such 
systems the ser)ent was exalted to a splendid position 
as the chief representative of 11Bht and progress, 
and t he relentle~s foe of the Demiurge, who tries 
to hold h1m down •••• Of course, if the Old Testament 
Creator was an evil deity, Adam and Eve were true 
Onostics in refus ing to obey him, and the serpent 
was a Saviour." 20) 
PERSON OF Dualism stamped i1"self upon the very person 
OiffiIS'J.1 of Christ. In the different Onostic Systems 
we tind a manifold confusion of opinions as to Ohrist•s 
person, but they all agree that Obrist was not God 
incarnate in whom both natures are united 1D one person. 
was called the Demiurgus, or Oreator. He was identified 
with the God of the Jews, the Jehovah ot the Old 
Testament. Hence the Father of Jesus Christ, the Ood 
of the Christiana, wes vastly interior to the SUpreme 
God; and the apostles ot Christ woUl.d accordingly be 
vastly interior to the apostles of this Supreme Being. 
Recall the struggle in the New Testament between the 
apostles of Christ and those who claimed to be apoatiea 
but were tound false." 
19)notsohe, E.H., 22.• ~., p.20. 
20)waterman, ~ ~-Apostolic .!ti!,, .2i?.• !!!_., p.199. 
- -
Jesus is either a mere man w1th whom, lor a time, the 
Reon Christ unites himself'; or he is a heavenl7 aeon 
which assumed a body formed of psychical aubstanoeJ but it 
was only the "psychical Christ who suffered and was 
crucified; or he w~n human in appearance oaly, having 
no real human nature, but a wholly spiritual one; his 
sutf'erings ware only apparent. Christ's office as the 
Redeemer was not to atone for the sins of the world, 
but to bring knowledge to the world, especially Gnosis 
to the pneumatics. This Gnosis brings redemption 1n 
that it frees the pneumatic from the material and aide 
him to find his way to tho upper world at death; hence 
no resurrection of' the body." 21) 
RATION JU,ISM 
The Gnostic sects stood for the general 
principle of' Rationalism as against the 
principle of Traditionalism. The modern mind has a 
prejudice in favor of Rationalism as if it must be ration-
al, and against Tredit1onal1sm, as if that must mean the 
acceptance of everything that has ever been told as a 
tradition. "The hi~torical method appeals to an unbroken 
chain of testimony as to what the Divine Revealer, Jesus 
Christ, actually conveyed to His d1ac1ples, and regard• 
that -as a religionn nece~~a~ily and 1nrallibly true. !he 
Rationalist method asks whether this or that statement 
1n religion satisfies the enquirer's mind. The Rat1onallat 
is profoundly right, we may add, 1n claiming that no man 
21) Klotsche, .2!?.• .2.!!•, pp.20 f. 
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can really accep t anything ~s true which antagonizes his 
reason and conscience •••• A man's r eason and oonso1enoe 
ought general l y to be satisfied that o thing is true, it 
there is suffici0nt hiator1cal proof that God has said 
it. That is t he claim of a true Traditionalism. That 
is the claim which Gnosticism in avery age has brushed 
aside." 22) 
EVALUATION 
OF GNOSIS 
In the next place, t he Gnostic had an 
exaggerated idoa of the value of knowledge. 
"He held , as many do 1n theoe days, that education was 
salva tion. Al l sin was delusion. Evan the host of evil 
spirits wer e represented as enslaved by error, rather 
the t as wilfully choosing evil when good was before them. 
• • • Sin could not appear as 4xoeeding sintul, when it was 
explained as a mere f olly growing out of imperfect oulture, 
e. fault which better know.Ledge would certainly do awa1. 
1'he Gnostic in all ages is apt to be strong 1n the culti-
vation of some intellectual processes, wise or otherwise, 
but his pupils ~ill b e weak 1n the cultivation ot character.• aa) 
MATTER EVIL 
This _h1gher knowledge than is possessed bJ 
ordinary men, as necessary to apprehend that 
which is supersensuous, brings us back to the 1'undamental 
denial of the existence of matter. This regarding ot matter 
as evil "keeps cropping up 1n every age, that eas1 answer 
to the question or the origin or evil. 'The spirit is good,' 
22) Waterma.n, L., 2.2.• £!!•, p.196. 
23) Ibid., pp.197t. 
-
aays the Gnostic; •the flesh 1a bad. Man 1a dragged 
down by the imprisonment of his spirit in his body. 
Del1ever him from t hat bondage, and he will soon, and 
easily, bo ~erfectad.' That Gnostic tendency reappears 
to-day in t he popular reception of whet is called 
'Christian Science,• which teaches that •matter' is a 
mere delusion fastened upon the spirit by •mortal mind,' 
a deceiving lower principle, and again in the still more 
popular op :)osition to the doctrine ot' the resurrection 
of the body, so many preferring to think that a man's 
true resur rection is a riaing out of his body at his 
death." 24 ) 
MICROCOSM 
and 
MACROCOSM 
Th e doctrine of microcosm and macrocosm has, 
by soma recant investigators, been considered 
the essential key to R study of gnosticis111. "As man 
consists or body, ~oul, and sp irit, so the universe mu,t 
have a corresponding division. Our visible \fOrld, 
limited by the sky heaven, corresponds to tho human body; 
the reeion of tho stars end tho Holy Seven planets 
corresponds to the human soul; the third heaven, where 
God end the Sophia dwell, corresponds to the human mind. 
'l'his same doctrine divided mankind into three groups; (a) 
the 'hylics• or men of earth, who were not capable ot 
being saved; (b} the •psychics,' or men of heaven, who 
might or might not be saved; (o) the •pneumatics• or men 
o~ God, who alone were sure of salvation. "25~he Hylios 
24) Watermen, .2P.• ~., p.198. 
25 ) Qualben, Histury of the Christian Church, pp.76t. 
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were conslder:£ld '"{3 x.1::i t? v ed hecBu so t 7v:3y w13re thow~ht ot 
as b t-1i n;-_:; i:1r:t or l 1l . 'J'he P.s ych ic '3 !'9Coi ved a oortS31n. 
measu-r e of ~al va t ion , out did not ~ttain t he full stnge 
Of' St=\l V A t'-on . 
PLEitOM.A 
enc) 
XEHm,u 
lio :le ·i~ l1e '1. 'ult1as3 , ·1 whioh was thai; part of tb.e 
univers e wt1.ere evil nad no entrance. 'fne "\Jnri•t," 
or t h e d i vi n e part o.l' t h e Savior, repeatedly took re.fuge 1n 
this Pl e !"oma in time of dan ~ 3r , an d does so continually now. 
The opp osite -:,f t i::1e Pl e1•oma was ·I.ha Kenoma (.E.mptiness), 
which i s s aid tJ ba our· lower world. * 
OHARAO'l'~I STIC ___ .... ___ _ 
DOCTRINE 
I N SUtft. 1AHY'::-·:l· 
Y.lot.:ich.~ J i.Vas t lle ::ie t ·11elve ~)oint s as a 
s untmar y of the ~ha1· ~cta1'istic doct1'ine ot 
Gn as tici s m: 
l) " li':rom t .rn cnpr e.~e <.rod , the a~soh:.t e and inf'lnite 
· o ~l ne; i, t he 'ineffable 'Jne,' i s to be dlsting"Uisl:led 
t .h0 cr•z,'3tor 0 f t h e ~.ror l d , the Demiurge. 
2) "From the sup1•eme God mus t like,1is a b e dis tinguished 
t 11e Old TE>sta, an t God , fOl' t i1e c1"eat'.>1~ ;Jf \;~le world 
l s th') God of tho J ews. 
* Cf. a lso Fa t e1' 1en , £2.• cit ., p.202 f. 
Seeber•t; , i n Leh r buch d E> ... J)ogmengeschichte, p.62, says: 
"Die Gnosi s 1st ein e scnrof.f anti.}udaistische (die Be-
urteilune; des Demiur g en) Er•scheinung, welche auf dem 
Boden des Heid enchristentums sich entfaltete. Die 
Grios:ls is t aber. nicht nur h eidenchristlich, sondern 
wesentl ich h e i dn i s ch . Der heidnischen Religioeaitaet 
erits t a.mm t i nr Grun cJproblem, sowit-> die eigentlichen 
Mittel z1.u• Lo e s u.."'lg d es s elbon. Dasz aber auch die 
J.:ittGl c:11:r t ~t.J. icher ui1d j uediscb.er Ueberlieferung zur 
L o,3s iJ t4G ·-c1st.cl bt}tl v cr·:1andt w,?rd en , ae~ e:.:.1; an ihrem 
Char a ktn-:-- ni ch t fl • .Al s chr i s tlich abar ar r,aist sicll die 
Gn:,s t~ v ~)r Al l em durch ihre Schaetzung dar Person Ohriati. 
Sein e ~1a1·.5 on l' azeichn e t den en t scheidol'}d.syi V/endopunkii und 
sein e L,':.l1:re i s t 'lie el:>~.:>lute ;·;,n,h.ai t{!l2f • Ma!? V'3rgleicha 
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3) "?.!attar is eternal; it did not 8J'rtenate tro111 God. 
but t he two stalld dualietically opposed to each 
other . 
4) "11he present world oame into existence b7 a proceaa 
of 0mnne tion or evolution. Fallen d1v1n1t1es, 
or sp irits sank down into the world ot matter. or 
evil which~ previously 1nsens1ble, was animated 
into life and activity. 
5) "~latter is identified with evil. 
6) "'.rhere ls a natural and gradual unfolding ot tbe 
divine p otency , or emanation from the d1vine ' be1Dg. 
The products of emanation are called aeans which 
are thought to be the media of creation, develop• 
ment F1nd r edemption of the world. 
7)"'11he lowest end weakest of these aeons, the Demiurge, 
is the cr•ea to1• of the world. 
8) 11 0n e o f t h e highest aeons ap pears es the Redeemer 
1n wh om t h e celeEi t 1Al aeon and the human person 
are clearly to be distinguished. 
9t "His mission was the deliverance of the caotive 
epiritU Al elements from matter by the imperting 
of knowledge. 
10) "The 'means of this dGliltveranoe are mystical rites, 
Gnosis and asceti cism. 
ll)"Mankind is divided into three different classes 
and s o fitted for different destinies••• 
12) n,.l1he Christian eschatology as a whole is reJect.ed. 
Thora is no room for the resurrection of Christ, 
n or the rasurl'ectiori of the dead. The only thing 
to be expected from the future is the complete 
deliverance of t he so1r1t from matter and its 
final return into the 'pleroma•." 26) 
Philo's StellWlg 2um Judentum (Mose dort und Jesus 
hier), sowie die dar Zei t eigentuemliche Vorliebe ruer 
orientalische Religionsformen. Mit Recht· hat man die 
Gnos1s ' al s die akute Helleniairun_e;~des Ohristantums• 
bezeiohnet (Harnaak). Irre.fuerena--=aagegen 1st es die 
Gnostiker di e 'ersten christl. Theologen' zu nennen.~ 
(ders J" 
26}Klotsche, E.H., ~ OUliliue ~ ~ H1storz 2.!, Doctr1nea, 
p. 21:f'. 
Cf. also Qualben, Historz ~~Christian Church, p.76. 
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PORM OF From ell this it can be seen that the 
-lr 
GNOSTICISM form of Gnosticism is not an abstract 
speculation, but a "mystic religion baaed on revelation." 
"All Gnostic oects boasted a mystic revelation and a deeply 
Veiled wisdom, in no way accessible to the initiated. 
~his secret and mysterious knowledge was not. to be proved 
and propagated by scientific demonstration. It was ta be 
obtained only throueh initiation into the mysteries and 
believed by the initiated, and anxiously guarded as a 
secret • • • tt 27) 
THE CHURCH' S 
-------
The church most successfully mat the great 
mov.ement of Gnooticims and p1·ovailed against 
it. Tho oppostion v,as at first aspac1elly 
direct9d ae;Hinst Marcion and his adherents. Almost every 
OPP OS I'l1ION 
TO GNOSTICISM 
Apologist from Justin onward takes some notice of him. 
1
.fhe denger threatening the church from the Marc1on1tes was 
the grenter, since their master's doctrine, though mixed 
with error, was more closely related to true Christianity 
than that of the other Gnostics. The doctrines which 
the Antignostic Fathers opposed the most were that sin 
was a physical necessity, es promulgated by the Gnostios, 
end also the docecic views of all the Gnoatics. These 
antignosti~s showed that sin wss ·a 1'ree act of man, end 
pointed out th~t it ~as necassery for the Logos to become 
27) 
* 
Klotsche, op. cit., p.22. 
- -
On the significimce of CJAe*l:1o1sm, op. Seaberg, ~· o1t., 
p.62: "Dia historische Becautung des Gnost1o1smua 1a~ 
e1ne sohr grosze. Hier zuerat 1st daa Chr1stentum ala 
Incarnate. £1.nd indirectly Gn<mticism was ono of the 
most powe1·f'ul fact0r s in the developr11ent of Christian 
doctrine. Since the Gnostics used the standards of tne 
church and prores ~ed to accept the common bolief of 
Christians, the church was led to insist more e.nd more 
upon its Bible, its ovn1 Bible, to determine with greater 
distinctness what Christianity 1s, and to define more 
clearly the fundamental doctrines of tho church. 28 
RWMJ\N'l1~ In spite of the great opposition of the 
OJ<' 
GNOSIT.CISM Church against Gnostioism, much of such a 
so-called 11ne,"1 thought movarnent 11 remainec2,, even though 
the na.rae 11G-nostioism11 is applicable only in the i'irst 
two or three centuries of· the Uew Testament era. 
RemRins of gnostic ideas have found expression even 
in modern times. QU~lben 9oints out, for example, that 
" ••• e Onostic-Sp1r:J.tualistio Christianity found its 
popui''e_r expression iu the book of Leo Tolstoi, 11 29) 
(1828-191.0). Wstermsn Also a.lluOes to some Gnostic 
'Lehre• und els ' Mysterium' aufgefaszt worden. 
Dadurch 1st die Kirche genoetigt worden teataaatellen, 
was christliche Lehre 1st. Und indem die <Jnoatiker 
die kirehlichen Norman, die heil. Schrii'ten und die 
Ueberlieferung (d1eselben sind keinesfalls von llmen 
zu.erst so engewandt worden) zu ihrem Zwecke brauohten, 
sah man sich zu e1ner festeren Bestimmung jener . 
Begr,tfe genoetigt. Dagegen duerfen die positiven 
Anregungen der Onoetiker nicht ueberschaetzt warden.• 
28) Klotsoho, Outline of the History 2!_ Doctrines, p.25. 
29) QUalben, 2!1• ~., p.385. 
remnants when h e sp eaks of the "Lesson on Gnosticism 
in t h e nineteenth century." 30) 
Gnostic renmants a1•e prevalent to this verJ day 
in Unity and in New Th.ought. Bellwald says that those 
who are f'ost 0ring t h e Ne,1 Thought movement have "doginaa 
of the Oneness ~md All-ness of God, of the 1nex1stenoe 
of evil ona t h e l mpossib111ty of matter. n 31 ) And 
Fillmore bri11g s out practically t h e s ame thought: "11here 
are tho ~o in l'iew Thought YJho are 6eek1ng to carry into 
the k i ngdom of heaven t.heix• earthly possessions. They oe 
trying to use the newly discovered pewors of the mind 
to bring up humonity on the old foundations. They pro-
clsim t he unlver sal ity oi' the one Life and Intelligence, 
an d t hat all n eces s ar y r esting upon Ood must be good ••• " 32) 
Toe;et h er witn the Uni ty group, the Ue,v J:l'l.6lsnd Unitarians 
h av e sor.io Gnostic ism conn ected ,11ith t heir teachings. 
Concerning t hese it is said: "There is one, and just one, 
religious doctrine t ha t really s eems essentisl in these 
modern cults, n amely t he doctrine of the sp1ritul11ty 
e.nd universality of God." 33) 
The most outstanding group which still nurtures the 
ancient Gnost ic doctrines, ot course, is the Church of 
Christ Scientist, which was founded by Mr -s. Mary Baker Eddy. 
It is this f act which we shall discuss at length 1n thia 
30)waterman, 2E.• ~., p.207. 
al)eellwald, Christian Science &rld the Oathol1o Paith, p.1,a. 
32)The Science of Being (Kansas~tY:-1912), quoted 1n 
ii;l1wald, op:-01t., p .181. /[oienoe of Being, pp.250-25§7 
33) - - -
Bellwald, ~· ~., p.173. 
- -
thesis. Many hove r ef.erred to t his close rel~t1oneh1p 
between <lno:-iticim ~)n <l t he so-·t!'alled 110hr1st1an Sc1enoe1 • * 
thouglt 1'ov, or them malro pny attempt to show in whet 
respects the t no aro ali!..s:1 a ,1d in what respects they are 
different. Therefore, the reader will t1nd it very 
proritable, ano t o his s at1sfact1on, to t1nd certain 
Pertinent quotations on Gnosticism in the third chapter; 
where this close relationship is discussed. 
Rven as Gnosticism shows us how little the spirit 
of the a"e c nn be trusted to meet the religious needs ot 
the age, so Christian Science teaching must be viewed 
as boin.~ p orniciou s , and y~t, as being absurd; because 
1t hae dismayAd many ,,,,ho have been approached by its 
sinister t eachings. 
We can, therefora, &Jply to Ohr1at1an Science what 
Klotache s a ys of Gnosticism: ''With all this, Gnosioism 
perverted Christianity, basing it on ancient oriental 
theosophy •••• Gnosticism became the gravest or all 
dangers to Christianity. Substituting heathen speculation 
1t cl.aimed to be the universal religion. It promised 
epirituai renewal without true repentance through 
outward asceticism. It allured many by tho charm or 
mystery connected with its doctrines." 34) 
* Compare, e.g., Watermann, op. cit., p.198; 0 The Gnostic 
tendency reappti1ars to-day Iii thtJpopula1· reception or 
what is celled 'Christian Science.•" 
34) 
Klotsche, ~· £!!•, p.23. 
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91!.!PTER II 
i.'J'RS. lf;Dl>Y i! t~D CHR IS'l'IAU SCIENCE 
Ohrist1an Science came into being, 11not by the old-
fe.shioned method of seed pl&nting and watering, but it was 
Placed in tota 1n the lap of the waiting world." 31>) 
~·,hat is Christian Science·/ According to the 
Stendard Dictione.ri, it 1s "a system of moral and 
religious instruction founded upon principles f,y,mulated 
by lllary Baker G. J•:ddy and combined with a method of 
treating dise~ses mentally." 
BRIEF ?11rs. 'Mary Baker G. Eddy, the founder of the 
IiIS'l'OHY strant5e cult which pretends to combine Christ-
ianity and science, ·,me bor~1 near Condord, N .H., in 
1821,and died at Chestnut Hill, Mass., 1n 1910, the name 
of her• father 'being Mark Baker. Even in he1"' youth nhe 
had a peculiar t endency toward the occult and the 
mysterious, s pending much time with mesmerism, magr1eti&111, 
spiritism, hypnotism, end similar suqjects. She was 
married thl'ee times: to Major George w. Glover of 
Charleston, s. c., who aied after a few years; to Denial 
Patterson, rro~ whom she was divorced; and to Gilbert A. 
Eddy, who also died aft el: some years. While still a 
young woman, Mary Baker spent some time in studying 
homeopathy, her studies convincing her that all causation 
ia mental. 
35) Parmele, f,hary P., Christian Science, p.3lt'. 
n~n "DI!:.WOV l!!RY" OF 
O}ffiIS'fIA.lS SCI ENC ~ 
In Ru trospoction ~ Introspection 
she writes: "It was in Massachusotta, 
1n Fobruary, 186G, t hat I discovered tho science ot 
di vine mot aphysic o.l healing, i.,hich I afterwards n81!led 
Christian SciHnoe. Tho discovery o~~e to pass in this 
way. During t Tie11ty years prior to my discovery I had 
been trying to trace all physical effects to a mental 
cause, and in the lattor part of 1866 I gained the 
scientific certainty that all causation was mind and 
i> 
every effect a mental phenomanon.n 
'i he ,1ext r_iin a years wore spent in retirement and in o 
prelim.l.nn:i:·y w r-k , th~ 1·esul t bein~ the strenge book 
Sc1enco ~ .He fll t :-1 ~ Kay !£. ~ Scriptures, which was 
.first pu.bli ahod in 1875. This book is tho bible of 
this 01•gan ization which was founded in Boston, Uasa~, 
in 1879. :i.1hat she malres her text-book "divine" is shown 
from hel" own stntements: "I should blush to ·write of 
'Soienco and Heal th ~·rith Key to the Scriptures' as I 
have, were it of human orie;in, and were I, apart fs,om 
God, its author. But, as I was ~nly a scribe eohoirig 
* In her. first edition of Science and Health (1876) she 
says· that she discovered her "sc'Iance11 in 1864. And 
in 1887, in the Christian ScieDee Journal,-;E:i said 
that it v1as 1n 1844 . -- But Christian Science is dee:917 
rooted in her own personal experiences, and therefore 
no de.fina.te date for he1~ "discovery" can ba given . 
In t h e 1906 edition of her textbook (351 edition?, P• 
107, sne again mentions 1866 as the date of her dia-
cov·ery": "In the year 1866 I discovered· the Christ fili! 
Science, or divine l aws of Life ••• God had been 
grRciously fitting me durin3 many years tor the reception 
o.r a .final revelation or the a~solute divine Principle 
of Acien'tific being and tien11ng." 
the harmonies or heaven in divine metaphysics, I 
cannot be super-modest in my extimete of the Ohr1st1an 
sc,.once t extbook. 11 36) And, fu.rthermore, she sap: "It 
ie the voice of Truth to this age ••• " 37)ror this reason 
the Chr1st1nn Scientists cpnsider the above-mentioned · 
textbook es 1nd1s~ens1ble and as being ebove the Bible. 
'' '!'h e text b o olr of Ohristian So1ence, 11 she says, 
"maintains primitiv~ Christianity, shows how to demonstrate 
it, and throughout is logival in premise and in concluaion~"!B) 
And in Rud1mental 12!.!!_n.2_ Soi enc!, sl19 says: 11Th1s was the 
.first book, recorded in history, '.Vhioh elucidates a 
pathological Science purely mental." 39 ) 
O'fH.!sR BU0KU BY 
f>1H8. tl,DDY 
Mr s . l~ddy' s othe1• published books are 
t he folloV1i11g: Christian Science Versus 
Pantheism, !!!£ Other• .1.feesagas ~ ~ .Mother OhurchCOl908); 
!!2. ~ ~ (Cl891}; Retrosnection !!!!!! Introspection; 
Unity~~ (Cl887); Miscellaneous ~ings ( 01896)J 
Christian Healin ., : ~ t h e Paoplos • ~ 2.£. ~ (01886); 
Pulpit ~ r1 r ess (018 95); !l- tl· 
I 1.7P0R'.I1 .AJ.11'1' DA'l1ES IN In 1878 she preached regularly 1n a 
REH LATEn LIFJ~ Baptist chw•ch. 
In 1879 she founded the Church of Christ, Scientist, and 
had herself ordained the first pastor. 
36)~ First ~ch~£~!! Scientist and M1aoellany, p.115. 
J7)Sc1ence and Health with Ke,hto the Scriptures (English• 
German bI11ngual edition, eEnglish ed1 tlon 01908, and 
the German Cl912). This bilingual edition, published 
in 1917, is the book from which all future quotations 
of her tsxtbook will be made. 
38)The First Church ,of Christ Scientist and Miscellan7, p.111. 
39)P.16. 
/ 
I n 1881 when ~ixty yor; rs ol d , s ho f ounded t h o Maasachuaetta 
I.Tets.physic e l Golln6 e , of which sha wns tho principal and, 
for most of tl1e time , t he entire i'a.culty. She closed the 
c ollege i n J089 . 
I n l8fJ;1 she founded and edited the Christian Science 
Jour rJal, a monthly publication in the interest of CbristiaD 
f;ciance . 
In 1884 s ho t aught a cla P: in Chicago and in 1888 she 
attended t he Chicago convention, v,here she achieved a 
most remarkable p orsonal triumph. 
In 1889 she di ssolved and reorganized hor Church in Boston. 
In 1890 slle f'ounded the Christian Science '1!lartsrly. 
In 1894 'l'he Mother Church nss erected and dedicated 1n 
her honor. 
In 1095 sh0 i naugurat ed the Concord Pilgrimages (1895-1904) 
whm grea t crowds of' Chria tian Scientists flocked to Con-
cord to get a look at their beloved Leader. In the same 
yeer s h e published the Church Manual. 
In 1898 s h e t a ught h er last class and rounded the 
Christian Science Sentinel,~ weekly publication. 
In 1906 the imJ.nensa annex to the Mother Ohurch in Boston 
was dedica ted. 
In 1908, at the age of eighty-seven, she founded the 
da11y Christian Science Monitor. 
Thi s event.ful carser was brought to a close on 
Decembor 3, 1910, when Mrs. Eddy died of pneumonia at the 
ag e of eighty-nine. ,ii, 
* For mor e ma t 0 1• ie.l concern i n~ her life, of. Bell wald, ££• 
oit., pp .l 7ff. , an d t he complete book of Ed. Dakin, 
Mrs. Eddy, ~ Biography 2£ !. Virginal !!!.!!• 
'fRUE ORIGIN OF 
CHRis ·rr l\i'T SCI1'.-:NCE 
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fiecent investi3ations have olearlJ 
shown that the book Science and ,__......, __ _ 
Health is not the product of Mrs. i~ddy alone, but that 
II h s e be.sad her r3trange conclusions on a metaphysical 
method of healing discovered by a certain Doctor QU1mby, 
v,ho 18 known RS t he 'parc.,i: mental healer' of America. 
The idoas of ~"iUimby may be summarized as follows: l. 
Sickness if; unr eal, does not ree.lly exist, but is present 
only in t he imagination of .:!!an. 2, 'L'he object of hoel1ng 
is to take ~way the belief in the existence of the sick• 
ness ~-n t he patient, and that through the truth, namely, 
~ tru t h , that God Hi mself is per.feet health, end that 
men lives Etn d i s in God . • •• At the same time an exemina-
tion of rs. t ddy's doctrines •how that she was dependent, 
not only upon Dr. Quimby•s teaching, but also on the ter.ets 
of various beAthen religions end , hilosophical systems, 
Particularly Brehmanj_srn, Buddhism, Uanicheism, Neoplaton1sm, 
Myaticiam, eno Gnosticist ." 40) 
RELA'l1IONS V.:I'1'II Her acquaintance with Dr. QUimby was 
DOC'.fOR QUI MBY brought about by her own siokneas. She 
visited him :for 1'silent" treatments on two occasions, 1n 
1862 and 1864. Ball1'inld points out that hie 1ntlu~.noe at 
this time had far-reaching results over her mental and 
physical life. 41) 
40
>ooncordia Cyclopedia, 9.141. 
41 >op. cit., p.18. 
- -
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rrrrs. li;ddy vrEJe somewhat acquainted with the teaching• 
or Dr. Quimby even beforv her serious illness. She 
correspondea with Dr. Quimby for some time, because she 
had taken a fency to his teachings. "From 1866-1870 ••• 
she never attributed the invantionof the new way ot 
healing to herself. quimby remained the source other 
• inspiration as well as tho topic of her conversation. 11 
In a 1,tter to Dr. QUimby (April 10, 1864) she adm1ta 
thet she followed his teaching and th~t she was lecturing 
42} 
on his teachinga to a gr~up of people. And in 
enothet• letter (April 24, 1864) she mentions that she had 
this notice published at the public marts of Warren& 
11Mrs. M. J'-JJ . Pat t ersorl fJKrs. Eddi/ will lecture at the 
fown Hall one week from next Wednesday on P. P. QUimby'a 
apir1tu~l Science healing disease-~ as opposed to Deism 
or Rochester-Rapping Spiritualism." 43t 
However, in later years she denied that her teaching 
was based to any extent on the teachings of P. P. QU1mb7. 
Thia gave rise to the so-called QU.imby Oontrovers7. In 
·this controversy she emerg~d "ingloriously." 44 ) 
* Bellwald, 22• £!!•, p.43. 
42)0.r. Dresser, Horatio w., ~ Quimby .&Isnusoripts, p.153. 
Parts . o1' t h is letter also show her plain ambition to 
gain only fa~e and honor. -- Horatio Dresser was the 
immediate succe~eor o~ Dr. QUimbJ, and, theretore, had 
. access to the writings and correspondence or Dr. QU1mb7. 
4~)Drasser, oo. cit., p.155. 
- -
44)Bellwald, £2• £!!•, p.26t. 
Mx·s. Milmine says conce:r•ning nary Baker Eddy's 
book, Science ~ Heal th : "The basic ideas of the book 
and much of t he terminology were, of course, borrowed 
from the QU.i mby p aper s which Mrs. Glover bed carried rever• 
entl.y about hex- s ince 1864., and from which she had taU8ht 
his doctrines. But in the elaboration ano. arupl1ficat1on 
of t h e QU.i mby t h e ory, M1·s . Glover introduced some totall7 
new pr o.9osi t i on H ar.d many tarJ ingenious argument. 11 45 ) 
Bellwald brings out the same evaluation when he 
writes: 11 I f' we a r e a sk ed 11hat are the relations 'between 
Mrs. ~ddy' s 'toxt~ook' and Quimby•s essays, we can state 
1n fair n ess t hat Hr s . h!ddy' a wo1•k is her own~ though its 
basic ideas , i ts ins p iration and some of its phrases are 
undoubtedly bor rowe d fror ~imby." 46 ) * And, turthermore, 
he poin ts ou t t h~t Mrs . Eddy held out religion onl7 as a 
h s i t t hat mi ~ht 1nake QUimbyism acceptable to the masses. 
However, she stressed the 11raligious II elam~nts for 
more reasons tha.11 th~.t. She probably believed and was 
convinced tha t Min~ and God were one and the same. She 
no doubt believed in t he possibility of mental cures, but 
she must also be credited with suff icient shrewdness to 
realize the importance of relig ion in such an undertaking 
45) 
46) 
«· 
McOlure•s Magazino, Vol.28 (JRn.1907), p.178. or. 
on t he entire qu1mby controversy, pp.71-104. 162.rt'. 
09. cit., p . 47. 
- -
Cf. Ibid., ;, • 37: "Mrtl. ~dy copied well, and it at 
t i mossne overshot h er ma:i-k, she always had anougb 
p ractical sens e to axpla1n away ••• whatever was too 
offensive to her f riendly critics." 
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as hers. Rel i gion c~me in a~ a ~eene, but not merely aa 
B means, but a lso a s an ena. 11!~rs. Eddy's religi.:,us bent·,· 
~BS such tha t it c0ul d not but find a prominent plece 
1n ho1· syst em of 11ealin3. 11 47) 
1t;dv1in F. Dt1ktn says concerning Mrs. F,<'ldy' s apl_)roach 
to her theolog y:" "Mrs. Glovez, approached her theology in 
much the s ame way es QUimby. She was seeking en orthodox 
supernstural cause to explain some physical results. on 
rereading her Bible, she t.hought she had found the theory, 
which, ~s G;uimby had indicated, seemed to be explained 1n 
some of t be words and 9rectices of Jesus." 4S) 
Yet t h e followers of Mrs. Eddy's teachings regard 
her discovery a s divine. HQhristian Sc1enoe, alone 
among all modern mind-cults, leys claim to an extraord1• 
nary, not to say supernatural origin, It assumes the mask 
of a new religious revelation; it olsima t~ be the revival 
or or1g1nal Chr1st1s.ntj, the result of divine inspiration. 
••• Whan she /Ji.rs. Eddi/ began to speak as one having 
autho1•i ty, she ga 'thered around herself a henclful of 
follon0rs who rapidly increased in number. Thus was laid 
the foundation of that organization." 49 ) 
47) 
48) 
C.f. Eddy, Miscellaneous Writings (in the Congressional 
Record), p. 311; and Georgine Milmine, ''History ot 
Christil&n Science, 0 in McOluro• s Magazine, Vol.xx.IX, 
p.130.182. 
Mrs. ~ddz, ~e B1~grapby 2f. ~Virginal~, p.109. 
Cf. also Dresser, 21?.• .£!!•, p.272, which gives a 
quotRtion which Mrs. Eddy applies to har theology: "Jaaua 
w~s as any other man~ but Christ was the S0i011oe wh1ab 
Jesus tried to teach. 
'9) Bellwald, 2£• ~., p.35. 
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BRIEF SURV).:Y OF 
H!i.'R 'i'EACHINGS 
1,'lz·om fJ. study of Pira. Eddy's teachings 
it can be seen that her whole 
whole philosophy la t'oundod on syllogisms. Hov;ever, her 
conclusions are s o far-fetched, that it is often e 
practice l impossibility to see how she arrived at soma 
of her conclusions. 
Some say tha t mental healing was only a cover for 
hem sinister teachings. But Bellwald brings out that 
healing v.ras a roligion to her, and that it "constantly 
remains subordinated to the supreme purpose of mental 
cul tu.:ra. 11 50) 
Urs . Sd d y e;i V P.S this s1.m!71ery of her teaching: "The 
cb1e:f stones in t he temple of Chr1stien Soience ,are to 
be .found in t he foll owing postulates: t llE:t Life is God, 
good, end not evil; t het Soul is sinless., n~t to be found 
1n the body; t he t Spirit is not, And cannot be, material• 
1zed; t h.e t Life is not subject to death; that the spiritual 
real men has no birth, no materiel life, and no death.u 11) 
.. 
Unlike most of the modern so-called Christian cults, 
Ohristinn Science never pretended to make anything 
aecepta.bl 0 to the saots. :Mrs . Eddy did not want unionism, 
but, on the controry:, "she compelled her followers to break 
with their former religious Rffiliat1ons." SB) 
------
60) Op. cit., p. 173. 
- -
51) Science and Health, p. 288. 
---~ 
52) Ball wa ld, oo . cit., p .174 . Of. Ohuroh J.lanual, Art. 4, 
sect. 2: "Tnis"crhurch will receiva a member 0£ anoth»r 
Church of Christ, Soi0ntist, but not a 111ember t'rom a 
d1t'ferent denomination until t hat ••• 11 diaaolTed. • 
Iri cor1clus i on, ...-1e mny sey thgt t,•rs, Eddy 1n:. a very 
.1eel ous in r egr1N:! to h.er eu thortty :J.n her newly founded 
Ol'ge.nization . Ei'or t h.is :.- ~,;;.son she forbade the.t any 
pre~chers be ever ordained as teaching her doctrines• 
Nor were any s ermons to be preached .in eny Christian 
Science churches. Two readers vier a to be ap9oir1ted 1n 
8Pch church for a p eriod of three years, These ~ere to 
reed sections only from the Bible end from her text-book. 
She says, Miscellaneous Writings, .Art. XIV, Sect. l;"I, 
Mary Beker Eddy, ordain the Bible and Science ~Health 
~ Key ~ ~ Scriptu~, Pasto?· over the Uothar Church, 
the First 01,-u.rch of Christ, Scientist •• , they will con• 
t1nue to preach for this Church and the world." 
* * * 
OH.APTER III 
WHAT IS GNOSTIC IN CHRISTIAN SCIERCET 
A. ARBITRARY ABD ALLEGORICAL The 1'1rat stepping-atone 
USE OF THE WORD OF GOD * wh1oh precipitated Mrs. BddJ' a 
teachings into decadent Gnosticism was her oomplete dia-
regard of the Divine authorship ot the Bible. 
For this reaaon, Mrs. Eddy, as well as the ancient 
Gnostics, felt that the Scriptures could be interpreted 
by the hum.an mind in an allegorical and spiritual manner. 
Bellwald points out: nA group of Gnost1cs baaed tham-
sel ves on the Bible ••• but insisted on the absolute 
necessity or giving 1t an allegorical interpretation; 
thus does Mrs. Eddy advooateaa spiritual interpretation 
which, while it neg~ects the literal meaning, is to her 
the reel interpretation and the Kaz 12, ~ Scripture." 53) 
Of course, both Mrs. Eddy and the Gnostics admitted 
that certain parts of the Bible were of Divine origin. 
But what they meant with this, we shall see later. In 
ettect, they already make the Truth a lie by denying 
its Divine authorship,~~· 
Seaberg brings out concisely what the attitude ot 
the Onostics was over against the Scriptures: •Al.a 
* Seeberg, R., in Lehrbuch der Dofiengeaohiohte, Vol. 1, 
p. 61,· a.,-s ooncernlr,: thi<Jnoa oas S1e brauohten 
"gleioh uebliche Mittel der allegoriachen Kxegeae.• 
63) 21?.· ~ •• p. 175. 
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Ohr1atl1ch wurde dieselbe {.die Onosis des 2. Jarh;/ 
erwiesen durch allegor1sche Exegeae des A. und B. T. 
sow1e durch Beruf'ung auf selbstgernachte !!!!!.• Sohritten 
~ Geheimtrad1t1onen." 54) * 
Mrs. Eddy spanks of her arbitrary, allegorical 
use of Scripture as a "spiritual interpretation." 66) 
The reason which she gives to justify her "spiritual 
interpretation II is, that the Bible, end eapeoially the 
historical parts of the Old Testament, "often seems so 
smothered by~ int.mediate context lI'talics our own.:J' as 
to require explication." 56) Thus she says of the book of 
Genesis: 11 Sp iri tually followed, the book of Genesis is the 
hi~tory of the untrue image of God, named a sin.tul mortal 
{aenying Creation and the Fal!7. Tb.is deflection ot 
being, rightly viewed, serves to suggest the proper re-
flection of God and the ~Jlritual actuality ot man, as 
given in t he first chapter of Genesis." 57) 
54) 
* 
Seeberg, Dogmengeschiohte, p.57. Lftalics our o"!il 
01'. Klotsche, An outline ot the H1storz of Doctrines, 
p .• 22, where itis broughtoutthat the Onostlcs cast 
aside the Old Testament altogether. They supported 
their doctrines "by arbitrary and allegorical inter-
pretations of the apostolic writings and by unwritten 
traditions of apostQ11cal teaching end apocryphal 
gospels. n 
Of. also Foakes-Jackson, ~· 2!!•, p.77: "Maroion 
rejected the Old Testamen~as a work inspired by an 
inferior God; and of the New he accepted only parts 
of st. Luke's Gospel, and the Pauline Epistles." 
55) Science and Health, p.501. 
----56) Ibid., p.501. 
-
57) Ibid., p.502. Op. the Onost1o belief that the world 
~created by an "inferior God, the Demiurge, or God 
of the Jews," Klotsch~, ~· .£!!•, p.20. 
-~-
Again, Mrs. Eddy speaks of propositions being 
"understood in their Science" (instead of "oontext 11 ) 
in showing the meaning of Scripture passages. 5S) What 
she really meons by this is that heP 01'll arbitrary, 
n . * revealed" interpretation is the only correct one. 
Let us see wha t some of her interpretations of 
theology are. First, we shall take a few instances in 
general; then wo shall t ake a few interpretations of 
Scripture pas sages; and, f inally, we s~all take some 
instances from her 11Glostiary" in Science ~ Health. 
One of her most outstanding arbitrary statements 
is tha t J esu s illumines the narratives of the New Testa-
ment "shouing t he poverty of mortal existence." 59) 
A clear exampl e t o show that Mrs. Eddy applied 
Scripture in the i nterest of her O'W?l teachings is when 
she sp eaks o f 11 ••• t hat divine digest of Science called 
the Sermon on the mount." 60) 
Nothing more general, or specific, could have been 
written to show how arbitrarily she treats Scripture. 
From her, therefor e, we cen expect nothing more than a 
radical, allegorical use of the rest of the Bible. 
58) Rudimental Divine Science, p.13. 
* Of. Science ~ Health, p p .559--562. Op. also what Philo, quoted in Drummond, Vol.II, 
pp.292.321, says of the Gnostic Oerinthus. 
59) Science~ Health, p.501. 
60) Rudim.ental Divine Science, p.3. 
In a letter to Dr. Quimby (April 24, 1864) she 
quotes two passages according to her own interpretation: 
"wisdom forgive them for they know not what they do1" and, 
"All things shall work together for good to them who love 
wisdom.; i.e., i f t hey have the courage to feel -- these 
are not they whom my Father hath chosen.w Sl) 
On Exodus 20,3, she says that the First Commandment 
"demonst rates Christian Science." 62) 
On Eccl. 12,13 ("Let us hear the conclusion ot the 
whole matter : Fear God, and keep his commandments: tor 
this is t he whole dutl of manLitalics our owif."), she 
omits t he word "duty" and makes the passage read: "This 
1s the whol e of man in His image and likeness." 63) 
On Genesis 1, 1 , she says: "The infinite has no 
beginning . This word ber,in~ing is employed to signify 
!!:! only ••• The creative Principle -- Life, Truth, and 
Love -- is God. The universe reflects God •••• This 
creation consists of t he unfolding of spiritual ideas 
and their identities, which are embraced in the infinite 
Mind and forever reflected. These ideas range from the 
infinitesimal to infinity, and the highest ideas are 
the sons and daughters of God." 64) 
On Genesis 1, 2, her statement is blasphemous: 
"Divine Science, the word of God, saith to the darkness 
61) 
62) 
63) 
64) 
Dresser, ~ Qu1mbz Manuscripts, p.155. Lfta11cs our o"fl!i! 
Science and Health, p.340. 
----
Ibid., p.340. 
-
~., Key to the Soriptui•as, p.502t. 
---
- -
upon the face of error, •God is All•1n•all,' and the 
light of ever-present Love illumines the universe. 
Hence the eternal wonder, -- that infinite space is 
,,opled with God's ideas, reflecting Him 1n countless 
spiritual .forms." 65) 
Here is hGr interpretation of G.8Bes1s 1, 10: "Here 
the hum.an concept and divine idea seem oont\lsed by the 
translator, but they are not so in the soient1f1oally 
Christi en meaning of the text ••• In metaphor, the 
dry~ illustrates the absolute formations instituted 
"66) by Mind, \"1hile water sJml-"11zes the elements of Mind ••• 
On Genesis 1, 25, she writes as follows concerning 
the creeping things which God created: "Patience is 
symbolized by the tireless worm, creeping over lofty 
sum~its, p ersevering in its intent. The serpent ot God's 
creating is neithe~ subtle nor poisonous, but is a wise 
idea, charming in· its adroitness, for Love's ideas are 
subject to the Mind which rorms them, 
changeth the serpent into a staff." 67) 
the power which 
Concerning Genesis 1, 26, she says: 111'he name Elohim 
is in the plural, but ••• it relates to the oneness, the 
tri-un1ty o.f ,Life, Truth, ~nd Love. 'Let~ have 
dominion.• Man 1s the family name tor all ideas,-- the 
sons and daughters or God ••• a 68) 
65) 
66) 
67) 
68) 
Ibid., 
-Ibid., 
-Ibid., 
-Ibid., 
-
p.503. 
p.506t. 
p.515. 
p.510. 
Concerning Genesis 1, 27, Mrs. Eddy 1a7a: "It 1a 
repeated tha t God made man in His own image, to reflect 
the divine Spirit. It follows that!!!!!!. is a generic 
term. Masculine, feminine, and neuter genders are 
human concepts. In one of the ancient languages the 
word tor~ is used also as the synon-ym ot ~· Thia 
definition has been weakened by anthropomorphism, or a 
humanization or Deity ••• The life-giving quality ot 
Mind 1s Spirit, not matter. The ideal man corresponds 
to creation, to intelligence, and to Truth. The ideal 
woman corr esponds to Life and to Love. In divine 
Science, we ha ve not as much authority for considering 
God masculin e , as we have for considering Him feminine, 
for Love impar ts the clearest idea of Deity." 69 ) 
Mrs. Eddy does not accept the second record of 
the creation, as r ecorded 1n the second chapter of 
Genesis . She s ays that this account is "mortal and 
material." 79) Again, concerning Genesis 2, 6, ahe 
writes: "The second chapter of Genesis contains a 
statement of' t his mat erial view of God and the universe, 
a statement which is t he exact opposite of scientific 
truth as before recorded •••• The Science of the first 
record proves the f alsity of the second. If one is 
true, the other is false, for they are antagonistic··~ 
This second record unmistakablJ gives the history ot 
error •:•., called life and intelligence 1n matter •. • 71> 
69) Ibid., p.5l6f. Cp. the Gnostic Sophia, the Great Mother. 
70) !!:?!.9.•, p.521, 1.20. 
71 > ~ •• p.5211'., 
Let us, t herefore, see what Mrs. Eddy says con-
cerning the following three verses trom the second 
chapter of Gene s i s: 
On verse 15, she s ays: 
"Eden stands for t he mortal, material body. God 
could not put Mind into matter /_ner argument that 
this record of t he creation is untruif nor infinite 
Spirit into firlite form to dress it and keep it, --
to make it beautitul or to cause it to live ·and 
grow. Man 1s God's reflection, needing no culti-
vation, but ever bea1.1tiful and complete." 72) 
Concerning verse 19, she writes: 
"Here the lie represents God as repeating creation, 
but doing so materially, not spiritually; and 
asking a prosp ective sinner to help Him. Is the 
Supreme Being retrogr ading, and is man giving up 
h is dignity? Was it requisite for the formation 
of man t h~, t dust should become sentient, when all 
being is t h o r eflection of the eternal Mind, and 
the record declares that God has already created 
man, both malo and female? Th.at Adam gave the 
n ame end n a t ure of animals, is solely mythological 
and materia1.Lital1cs our ovm7 It cannot be true 
tl:iat man was ordered to create man anew 1n partner-
ship with God; this aupp·osition was a dream, a 
myth." 73) 
And here is what she says concerning verses 21 end 22: 
"Here f al s ity, err or, credits Truth, God, with in-
ducing o sleep or hypnotic s ·tate in Adam in order 
to perform a surgical operation on him end thereby 
create woman. This 1s the first record of magnetism {.a reference to her nernicious doctrine of animal 
maBOetis~. Beginning creation with darkness instead 
of light, ••• -- error now simulates the work ot 
Truth, mocking Love and declaring what great things 
error ha s done. Beholding the creations ot his own 
dream and calling them real and God-given, Adam --
alias error -- gives them names. Afterwards he is 
supposed to become the basis of the creation of 
woman and of hi s own kind~ 9alling them mankind, --
that is, a kind of man." ·,4J 
Thus it can be seen that the rejection of this second 
record of creation helps her immensely 1n eluding a 
material interpretation. 
72) 
73) 
74) 
Ibid., 
-Ibid., 
-!!?!2.•, 
p.s2s r. 
p.s27 r. 
p.528. 
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It is interenting to see whet Mrs. Eddy says 
concerning Genesis 3, 15: ''There will be greater mental 
opposition t o t he spiritual, scientific meaning of the 
Scriptures t han t here has ever been since the Christian 
era began. The serpent, material sense, will bite the 
heel or the woman, - - will struggle to destroy the 
spiritual i dea of Love; c.:.1d the woman, this idea, will 
bruise the head of lust. The spiritual idea has given 
the understanding a foothold in Ohristian Science. The 
seed or Truth and t he seed of error, of belief and ot 
understandi ng, -- yea , the seed of Spirit and the seed 
or matter , -- a 1"e t he wheat and tares which time v,111 
separate, the one to be burned, the other to be 
garnered into heav0nly pl aces." 75) 
Ooncerning Genes i s 4, 9, ahe says: "Here the 
serpentine lie i nvents new forms. At first it usurps 
divine p ower. It is supposed to say 1n the first 
instance, ' Ye shall be as gods.• Now it repudiates 
even the human duty of man towards his brother." 76) 
Finally, she s ays concerning Genesis 4, 10.11: 
"The belier of life in matter sins at every step. It 
incurs divine displeasure, and it would kill Jesus 
that it might be rid of troublesome Truth. Material 
beliefs would slay the spiritual idea whenever and 
wherever it appears. Though error hides behind a lie 
75 > Ibid., p. 534 f. 
-76) Ibid., p. 541. 
and excuses gu.ilt, error r,annot forever be concealed. 
Truth, through her eternal laws, unveils error. 1TUth 
causes sin to betray itself, end seta upon error the 
mark of t h e beast. Even the disposition to excuse 
guilt or to conceal it is punished. The avoidance ot 
justice and the denial of' truth tend to perpetuate 
sin, invoke crime, jeopardize self-control, and mock 
divine mercy. n 77) 
Mrs. Eddy discontinues the history of the Old 
Testament with Genesis 4, 16. It is not diffioltl. t to 
understand why s h e does not accept most sections ot 
the Old ~1estament . It would have been almost impossible 
for her to apply evory narrative and every promise to 
her "Science. 11 But \"Jherever a passage could lend it~ 
self well to "elucidate" her teachings she readily 
accepted it and app lied it in the main section of her 
book , Science~ Health. 
She devotes an entire chapter in explaining various 
verses of the Apocalypse. Here especially does she 
bring the teachings of the Bible to bear upon her own 
teachings. It seams that it is for this purpose alone 
that she goes into the matter of interpreting the figurative 
passag es of this book. She omits the first nine chapters, 
including chap ters two and three, which treat of the then 
existing Christian churches·. 
77) Ib1d.i p. 542., 
What does Mra. Eddy say concerning the Gospels? 
In all her writingo there is nothing said in ganeral 
concerning the integrity and authenticity of' the 
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Gospels or the New Tes tament. However, it seems that 
she omits nearly all of. the narratives contained therein, 
except the sayings of our Savior. Concerning these 
sayings of' the Lord she offers a distorted, perverted, 
ridiculous, l awl ess , and unnatural interpretation. 
At best, her treatment of the Gospels is but wildly 
allegorical. 
Let us t ake a few exainples to show what her absurd 
treatment ~f the Gospels r eally is. 
Conc01,nin~ the resurrection of our Lord 11he says: 
"Christian ~cience ••• rolls away the stone fro~he 
sepulchre of error, and health is the resurrection." 78 ) 
"Kurzum, die Auferstehung Christi war eine ganz natuerlibhe 
Erscheinung, die jeder, der Frau Eddys '0hristi1che 
Wissenschaft' ordentlich studiert, an sioh erfahren kann.• 79) 
~roressor F. E. Mayer points out also what her idea 
was concerning the time when Jesus walked on the Sea of 
Galilee: "Nach ihrer Lehre ist Jesus auf dem Meer ge-
wandelt, um zu zeigen, dass es keine Materie gebe." SO) 
Concerning th0 miracle of healing the blind man at 
78) Mrs. Eddy's second article to the Portland Advertiser, 
quoted in part by Dresser,~ g.timby Manusor1pts,p.l62. 
79) ~ Luthera~, 98. Jahrgang (March 24, 1942), p.93. 
C~. Science~ Health, pp.44-46. 
SO) Ibid., p.93. 
-
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Jerusalem she s_ays in part: 11fo suppose that Jesus did 
actually anoint the blind man's eyes, with His spittle, 
1a as absurd as to think, according to the report of 
some, that Chris t.ian Scientists sit 1n back to back 
, 
seances with their patie:r.ts, for the divine power to 
1'11 tar .f'rom vertebrae to vertebrae. n 81) Haldemau 
vei•y shrewdly points out what such a statement really 
amounts to: 
l. "To suppose that Jesus did anoint the blind mar) !a 
eyes with spittle is absurd. 
,, 
2. As it is nbsurd to suppose it, it is equally 
absurd to believe it; and this 1s saying that 
Jesus did n ot do it. 
3. "As Jesus did not anoint the blind man's eyes 
with spittle, the record which says He did 1s 
not only absurd, ll !! !!?.!_olutely untrue. 
4. '' As this record is the Gospel of John, the ninth 
chapter, ·then the ninth chapter of the Gospel 
o:f John is not wholly true. 
"Therefore, 
5. The Gospels are no more a record of exact truth 
than the book of Genesis. 
"From all this it is evident that .Christian Soienoe 
looks upo~he Bible, whether 1n the Old or the · 
ifew Testament, as a book full oi' human error, 
childish weakness, and deliberate falsehood. 
"Such a book co.nnot be wholly inspired of God; 
it cannot be wholly the Word of God. 
11But while the Bible fails to be wholly the Word 
of God; while i ·t is full of error and falsehood, 
there is a book which does not feil; and that 
book is, Christian Science~ Health." 82) 
81) Miscellanies, p.171. 
82) Haldeman, Christian Science!!!_ ~Light 2!_ Scripture, 
p. 383. 
Last of all, let us view Mrs. Eddy's distorted, 
perverted, ridiculous, lawless, and unnatural inter-
pretation of the Lord's Prayer, before we consider her 
"Glossary" in Sciance and Health. She says: "Here let 
me give what I understand to be the spiritual sense or 
the Lord's Prayer: 
Our Father which art in heaven, 
~Father-Mother~, !!.!_•harmonious, 
Hallowed be Thy name. 
Adorable One. 
-
Thy kingdom come. 
· 1'hz kingdom ~ 2.2!!!i ~ !!:.:, !!!.£,-present. 
Thy will be done in earth, as it is 1n heaven. 
Enable us to know, -- as 1n heaven, so on earth, --
~ !! o.mnlpoten"t, supreme." - -
Give us this day our daily bread; 
Give us ~race !2!:_ to-day;~~ famished 
i.ffoctions; 
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors • 
.And love is reflected in love; 
.._._. ---- - - ~
~nd lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from 
evil; . 
And God leadeth us not into temptation, but de-
llveroth us from sin;-disease, and death:-:- -
--- ~ 
For 'l1h1ne is the kingdom, and the power, and the 
glory, forever. 
For God is infinite, all-p83;r, all Life, Truth, I:ove;over fil, ~ Ali." - -
Thus, even though M'.rs. Eddy's conolus1ons are 
usually quite different from those of the ancient Onoatica, 
we tllln, nevertheless, see that Mrs. Eddy's interpretation 
serves the same purpose for her as did the allegorical 
interpretation for t he ancient Gnostic&. In many respects, 
83) Science~ Health, pp. 16.17. 
however, it can be clearly ~oen thr.t Gnostic el&utenta 
creep into h~r· t 0acllings for the simple reason thuli she 
n1ade pr·ac t1cally t he same use o.f' the tcriptures as the 
Gnoatics di<i. 
But, as we pointed out in Chapter II, Mrs. Edd7 
had become interested in many ancient cults. one of 
these, no doubt ·was the Gnostic group. She made up 
a glossary of' her own which contained many of .these 
ancient Gn os tic and Manichean ideas. In her completed 
"Glossnr•y 11 , which is now A pArt of her Koy to ~ 
Scriptur~, we can see a number of Gnostic elements. 
Let it be und erwt ood, however, t hat not much ia left 
in h e2, 11Glos s.e ry" which closely resembles Gffooticism, 
b ecause Mrs. F.ddy began approximately where the Gnostic 
left off, adding her own subjective ideas so as to 
make Ch:t:•istian Science appear altogether as her own. 
Th.us, v1heri Mrs. Eddy applied he1• "self-made" 
Glossary to Biblical interpretation, her conclusions 
llere not only dif.ferent in many respects from the 
Gnostic teachings, but t hey ware often cont:radict•ry 
to her own statements in another part of her book. 
Let U$, however., take up a few sections :trom her 
"Glossary", which she says, 11contains the metaphysical 
interp1•etation of Bible terms, giving their spiritual 
sense, which is also their original meaning. N S4) 
-·-----
84) "Glossary" of §cience ~ Health, p.579. 
-----
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"AD.AJvi:! Rr 1·or; a ff!lsity; ••• the op!_.1osite of good,--
<>f God and His cree tion ; a curse; a bolief in intelligent 
m~tter, r.init en e~s , ena mortnlity; ••• not God's man, who 
re_res ents t he 0nq God and is His own image and likeness; 
the opposite ~f Spirit ~nd His craati~ns; ••• The name 
Adam re~res ents t h e false supposition that Life is not 
eternal, but has beginn ing and end; that the infinite 
enters the finite, that intelliganca .?asses into non-
intelligence, and that Soul dwells in material sense; 
thst immortal Mind result3 in matter, and matter in 
mortal mind; that the one God anG creator entered what 
He created, and then disappeared in the atheism of matter." 85) 
Sh e denies t h e existence of angels: ".ANGELS. God's 
thoughts pass ing to man; spiritual intuitions, pure and 
perrect; the inspiration of goodness, purity, and 
immortality, counteracting all evil, sensuality, and 
mortality. 11 86) 
"BE.LIEVI NO. Firmness ana. constancy; not a .fal taring 
nor ~ blind f a ith, but the perception of sp1it.;i~ Truth. 
Mortal thoughts, illu::iion. 11 a7 ) Thus she shows that she 
denies the necessity of ~~!th as commanded in the Bible, 
but she believes in a higher 11gnos1s." 
"Christ is the divine manifestation o.f God, which 
comes to the flesh to destroy incarnate error." 88) 
* In Science and Health, p.338, she says that the word 
''-~dam" suggests the thought of something .fluid, of' 
mortal m~.n<l in solution. Then she adda that Adam 
''stands for ••• the supposed separation of man 1'rom Gdd. • 
85) "Glossary" of Science and Health, po. 579.580. 
86) Ibid., p.581. -
87) "ibici., p.582. 
88) Ibid., p.583. 
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"OHURCR. The structure of ~uth and Love; what-
ever rests upon and oroeeeas trom divine Principle.• 89) 
"CnEATOR • .Sp1,rit; Mind; intelligence; the animating 
divine Principl e of all that is ~eel and good; self-
existent Life, Truth , and Love; that which 1a perfect 
and etez•nal; the opposite of matter and evil, which 
have no :i?rincipl e ••• 11 90) 
"DEATH. An i l l usion, t he lie of life 1n matter; 
the unreal and untrue; ••• Matter has no life, hence 
it has no r eal existence. Mind is immortal. The flesh, 
warring against Spirit; t hat which frets itself tree t~om. 
one belief only to b e f ettered by another, until every 
belief of Life i s not yields to eternal Life {iis.7 ... 0 91 ) 
"DEVI L. Evil; a lie; error; neither corpereality 
nor mind; t he op posite of Truth; a belief 1n sin, sick-
ness, and dea th; animal magnetism or hypnotism; the lust 
of the flesh, which saith: '··· There is more than one 
mind, for I am mind, -- a wicked mind, self-made or 
created by a tribal god and put into the opposite of 
mind, termed matter, thence to reproduce a mortal 
universe, including man, not after the image and liieness 
of Spirit, but after its own i mage.a 92) 
"EVE. A beginning; ••• the belief that the human race 
originated materially instead of spiritually ••• • 93) 
89) 
90) 
91) 
92) 
93) 
Ibid.~ p.583. 
Ibid., p.583. 
Ibid •• p.584. 
-
~.,p. 584. 
~-, p.585. 
"FLESH. An error of physical belief; a supposition 
that life, substance, and intelligence are 1n matter; 
an illusion; a bel :I. ef taut matter has sensation." 94) 
0 Gor,... t r,.e al l-k.no ~?ing, ••• ? rincir, l Ei ; Minc1 ; Soul; 
Sp irit; Llf'e ; 'l1r u t h ; Lo~rn ; all substance; intol l igence."85)* 
She also idetlt i f i es God with Good (p .587} an d with ?.Und 
(p . 5 91). 
llu~AV T;T?,7 Ll.-J :.!,.:. ... . Harmony; t he reign of Spirit; government 
b y d ivine Pr i ncip le; spirituality; bliss; the atmosphere 
of' S ou.1. n 96) ·** 
''HOLY GH)S'11 • Divine Science; the development of 
eterna l Life , Trut:.i , and Love. 11 97)-IHi-* 
"JESUS . Th e h i gh est human corporeal concept of the 
divine i dea, r ebuki n g and aest1•oying error and bringing 
to lig h t man ' s i mmor t ality. 11 98 )**** 
11LORD GOD. Jeh ovah. 'l1his double term is not used in 
t h e :first chapter of Genesis, the record of spiritual 
creat ion. It is i n troduced in t h e second and following 
cla.pters, when ••• t h e true scientific statements of the 
94 ) rbid., p .586 . 
95) Ibid., P.587. 
- -
* Op. Wa t er man, Th e Post-Aoostolic ~, "Ten Epochs of 
Church History:,r-p72<5'o, where it is mentioned that 
the Gno$tics b elieved that the Wisdom of God was a 
livin~ ~ersonAlity. ~ ---
96) Science and Health, p.587. 
i l-* Op . QUalben, History of the Christien Ch.urch, p.77, 
concerning the Ogdoad<>f-:etie Griostics. 
97) Scien ce an d H~alth,· p.588. 
·~-H~* Cp . t b.e Gnostic belief of the identity of Sophia and 
t h e Holy Sp irit. 
98) Science!!!£ He alth, p .589. 
****Cp. the Gnostic teaching, Seaberg, Dogmengeach1ohte, 
Scriptures b0come ~lou.ded through a physical senso or 
God ao finit e and corporeal. lTom this follow idolatr7 
and mythology,-- belivf in many gods, or material 
intelligences , as the opposite of the one Spirit, or 
intelligenc e , n 0m0d Elohim, or God." 99)* 
" MAN. The comp ound idea. of infinite Spirit; the 
spiritua l i llla g e anct likeness of God; the full represen-
tation ot· Mind." 100 ) iB!-
"MIND. The only I, or Us; the only Spirit, Soul, 
divine Principl e , substance, Life, Truth, Love; the one 
God; not t hat which is.!!!. man, but the divine Principle, 
or God, of Phom man is the full and perfect expression; 
Deity, which outlines bu~ is not outlined.n lOl)*~ 
"MOTHliR . God; di vine and eternal Principle; Li.f'e, 
buth, and T.,ove. 11 102) 
"NEVJ J RRUS~LEM. Divine Science; the spiritual facts 
and harn1ony ot: the universe; ••• reign of harmany." lo3 ) 
P.·58: "Jesus wird erwaelt von Gott, in der Te.ufe trere1n1gt 
s1ch m1t ihm der Aeon Chr1stus auch Anthropos oder Menschen-
son genennt ••• Sie haben das mit einander gemein, dasz der 
h1stor1sche Jesus scharf getrennt wird von dem himlnl1schen ••• • 
99) Science and Heaith, p.590£. 
* Rote ~fiat"!he -Goa-whith Mrs. Eddy mentions as of the 
second and third chapters of Genesis closely corresponds 
to the Demiurge of t he Gnostics. 
lQO) Science and Health, p .591. 
** Cp • .Klots~, Outline of the Histort of Doctrines, p.19: 
According to Acts a,in;-simon Magus ?ol.lowera considered 
him »•that power of God which is called great,• that is, 
the chief emanation from the deity, and so entitled to 
divine worship ••• " 
lOl)Science and Health, p.591. 
~** Op. Waterina'n, op. cit., p.201, which mentions that, 
according to the G~t1cs, Mind (Nous) and saruth 
(Aletheia) were Personalized and-;;;; the only reality. 
102)Sc1ence ~ Health, p.592. 103) ~., p.592. 
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"RESURRECTI On . Sp1r1 tual1zat1on of thought; a 
new and higher idea of immortality, or spiritual 
existence; material belief yielding to spiritual under-
standing . 11 103)i:-
"SALVATI OM. Life, Truth, e.nd Love unders tood and 
demonstrated as supreme over all; sin, sickness, and 
death destr oyed . 11 104) i l-* 
"TIME. i'.1or tal measurements; limits, in which are 
summed up all human acts, thoughts, beliefs, opinions, 
knowledge; matter ; error; t hat which begins b·efore, and 
co11tinues aft er , what is termed death, until the mortal 
dis app ears and spi ritual perfection appears." l05) 
Mos t of t h ese def initions seem very absurd to us. 
But to Mr s . Eddy and t o her followers they represent a 
high er kno,;1ledge , a "th eologica l philosophy," which is 
a Gnosis attainable only by t he initiated. 
103) 
,* 
104) 
** 
Science and Heal t h, p.593. 
Op . t h e Gii'os tic t eaching as brought out in Klotsohe, 
OUtline 2f_ ~ History .2! Doctrines, p.22: "The 
Christi an eschatology as a whole ls rejected. There 
is no room for t he resurrection of Christ, nor the 
resurrection of t he dead. The only thing to be 
expected from t he future is the complete deliverance 
of t he spirit from matter and its final return into 
the 'pleroma. • 11 
Science~ Health, p .593. 
Op. Seaberg, Dogmengeschichte, p.59:"0hristus bringt 
der Welt also die Er1ianntnas, dadurch werden die · 
Geist El emente gestaerkt, sich von der Materie zu 
bet'reien. Die Selbstbesinnung des Menschengeistes 
beginnt. n 
105) Science~ Health, p.595. 
But we moy ask; "·;Jhot ca.n we do w1th her quotations 
and statements if nhe so allegorizes? Can we really 
say anythinr, ~efinite uith re~ard to her teachings?" 
Bellwsld p oints 0ut that it would be practically useless 
to ~ttemut a direct r efutation of ~11 her views; 0 tor 
as long as any one can claim R right to put his own mean~g 
into somebody else 's words, it is useless to argue about 
the meaning intended by the author. n 106) Yet we may 
say at this noint t hat it!!_ possible to ascertain what 
her g en eral tea chi;.1gs aN~ Y1hen we repeatedly f'ind her 
teaching the S al-~e t eachings over and over again. These 
are t he el ementa which we shall discuss at length in 
the f'ollo~i ng sections, for we have taeated them only 
in general 1n this section of her arbitrary and 
allegorical use of t he Bible. 
Let t his quotation .from lialdaman, than, be the 
conclusion to t his section. He says concerning Mrs. 
Eddy's bold statement {Science !!!2 Health, p.441): 
"Science !£2. Heel t h ••• is t he voice of Truth to this 
age • • • a.nd is the very Word of God:" 
"Put all . this together and look at it: 
Christian Science ann Health is, 
The text-book. -
Revealed truth. 
Uncontaminated truth. 
1Tuth without human hypotheses. 
Truth without mixture of human error. 
Divine tea ching . 
Infallible teaching. 
The key to the Scriptures. 
The per~ect Word of God. 
106) Chrlstian Science and the Catholic Faith, p.179. 
------- ---- - -
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"over against this put what Christian Science sa7a 
or t h e Bible: 
A compila tion of human documents. 
Composed of legends. 
Composed of metaphors. 
Composed of ellegories. 
Composed of fables. 
Composed of myths. 
Full of thousands of erro2s. 
Full of mistakes. 
Some of its statements downright falsehood. 
Its account of creation a lie. 
Some of t h e Gospl:ll statements not only false but 
absolutely 'absurd.' 
"Compare such a book with Christian Science and 
He alth an d there can be but one conclusion:---
11Th e text-book, t h e infallible book, the supreme 
book is, not t he Bible, but Christian Science 
~ He al tFi. n Io7) 
Is t h ere any doubt that Mrs. Eddy's interpretation 
of the Bible is allegorical and arbitrary? There oan be 
none. 
* * 
107) Haldeman, I. M., Christian Science ~~Light 
Q!_ Hol~ Scripture, p.385 t. 
B. mws·rrc DTIA.tI 8M I N OI-IRISTIAM SGIENO~ 
The most striking similarity between Christian 
Science and Gnos t iei sn is the dualistic explanation 
for the existence of good and evil. 
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The basic problem r~~ the Gnostic thinkers was: 
"liow c an an imperfect world proceed from a perfect GodT"lOS) 
The gnostic thinkers were driven by these questions into 
some i'or.m of ~ualis~ . 0 There are., they say., t wo worlds 
in shar p contr as t ",it h one another, the 'WOrldo of the 
good. an d of t h e evil, t h e worlds of light end. of dark-
ness, t he sp i r i t ual world 
Dualism i s , t h er ef ore , the 
109) 
and the material world." 
basis of Gnosticism.110 > 
It will now oe our purpose to show that such a 
dualistic pr1n61ple is contained 1n the writings of 
Mrs. ~ddy. We shall show that, as the great appeal 
in Gnost i c ism "lay in its dualism which offered a 
solution, theoretical and practical, to the problem 
of evil, 11111) iirs. Eddy also offered her "Scionce" to 
her followers to solve all the fundamental probl13ms of 
God and the universe. 
A9pe.rently, however, Ohiistian Science is monistio. 
Mrs. Eddy says : "'Pfe must learn that God is infinitely 
more than a p arson, or finite form, can contain; that God 
108) Klotsche, outline .2f !!!,! History 2f Doctrines, p.19. 
109) ~-, p.20. 
110) Fisher, Historl 2f !£!. Christian Doctrine, p.52. 
111) Streeter,~ Primitive Church, p.8. 
is a divine Whole, and. All, an all-pervading intelli-
gence and Love, a divine, infinite Principle.'' 112) 
Because o~ her belief in the All-ness of God, 
Mrs. Eddy tries to deny the possibility of matter and 
of' evil. She says: nThere is no material sense. Matter 
is inert, inanimate, and sensationless,-- considered 
apart from .Mi nd L,which sbe identifies with Go1f. n Then, 
on the same page, she tries to prove this statement: 
"Lives t h ere a man who has ever found Soul in the body 
or in ma tter, who h a s found sight in matter, hearing 
in the material ear I or intelligence in non-intelli-
genc e? .r 113) 
However, because of the conflict between Divine 
and mortal mind, there is, in the writings, some 
explanation for the existence of matter. She says, 
for example: "Matter without Mind is a moral impossi-
bility. 11114) Again: "Mind is not in matter. 11 llS) 
Such statements show cleE1.rly that Mrs. Eddy is forced 
to admit some kind of an existence besides the existence 
of God. This utter con.fusi~n in her teachings is what 
makes it so difficult to ~r~ve the underlying dUal1st1o 
teaching in the writings of the founder ot Ohr1st1an 
Science. 
For this reason, ws shall discuss the dualism in 
112) 1Uscellaneous Writings, p.16. 
113) RudimentAl Divine Science, p.5. 
114) ~-, p.5. 
115) Ibid., p.13. 
-
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Christian Seience under the following heads: First, the 
~11-ness or God; Second, the Non-existence or Metter; 
end Third, tbe Admission of both God and netter. 
THE ALL-NESS 
OF GOD 
Mrs. :B:ddy says: "Goe is J.Und, which both 
are all in all."116) By this she means 
that God is s aivine Principle, a divine Ioee which fills 
E\ll things.'* 
All things that emanate from God are therefore only 
divine ideas. 
Bell wald s z.ys: 11 It is easy to see some analogy 
between t h e Gnostic aeons that emsnate from God, and 
Mrs. Eddy• s conception ot the divine ideas lftalics our 
ovri7, which ere thoroughly .spiritual, and yet so real 
as to be the only reality we know."117) 
To Mrs. Eddy, God is nothing more than some "Unkno1111•,** 
e being which is not personal or individual. In answer 
to the question, "By t he individuality of God, do you 
mean that God has a finite form?" aha says: nNo. I mean 
the inf1n1 te and di vine Principle of all being, the 
ever-present I AM, fillin~ all space, including 1n 1tselt 
all Mind, the one Father-~other God.n~l8) 
116) 
* 
117) 
** 
118) 
Rud1ment~l Divine Science, p.5. 
Cp. Seeberg, Dogmengeschichte, p.55: The Gnost1os 
believed that-the "Idea" ls the beginning of all 
things, even or the angels. 
Op • .£..!!•, p .175. 
Op. the view h.eld by PHarcion, as pointed out by 
Foakes-Jaclcson, Studies !!!, ~ ill!, !!!, !!!! Earlz Ohuroh, 
-:>.76. . 
Rudi.~ental Divine Science, p.3t. 
Again she says: "God is definitely ••• not a 
person, as that word is used by the best authorities . . . . ' 
but God is 9 ersonal, if by person is meant infinite 
Spirit. II 119) 
For this r eason ;,1rs. Eddy does not evan believe 
in the 'i1riune God: 11The creative Principle -- Life, 
Truth, and Love /Ji.er "Trinity7 -- is God. The universe 
reflects God •••• This creation consists of the unfold-
ing of sp iritual ideas Litalics our own_]' and their 
identities, which are embraced in the infinite Mind 
and foreve1" ref'lected. n 120 )* 
To 1tr s . Bddy , Hpirit is this great "Unlmown, '' --
yea, it i s the 11only substence. 11 She says: "There is 
nothing in Spirit out of which matter could be made, 
119) 
120) 
* 
Rudimen t al Divine Science, p.2. 
Note, however, tbat she says on the same page: "I 
prefer to retain the proper sense of Deity by using 
the phrase an individual God, rather than a personal 
God; for there is and can be but one infinite 
individual Sp irit, whom moi•tals have named God." 
Science and Health, p .502. 
The Gnostics of the second century tried to estab-
lish the Unity oi' God, by saying that He merely 
called Himself' by different names. At the same ti.me, 
they emphatically denied the Trinity. Waterman, 1n 
The Post-Apostolic ~e, ~.253, brings out the Gnostic 
oe!"ie?"°in this respect: 1He calls Himself Father to 
set forth all love and all authority as summed up 1n 
Himself. He calls Himself Son, to show Himself 
obedient to His ovm laws ••• and constitute Himself 
a Brother to the souls which He has made. He calls 
Himself' the Holy Spirit, the Holy Breath, as One who 
breathes on all men with words of truth, with gitts 
of life. Just as one of us may be at once a father 
et~d a son and a husband and a brother, a teacher ••• , 
so God is one Person, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
ill. ~ ~' ~ ill !! 2!!£2 Z,rtalics our o"!i/, and 
all always, and in sucu wise that Son and Holy Ghost 
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~or, as the Bible declares, without the Logos, the Aeon* 
or Word of God, •was not enything made that was made.• 
Spirit!!.!!!~ only substance L.Italics our own..]', the 
invisible infinite God. Things spiritual and eternal are 
substantial. Things material and temporal are insub-
stantial.'' 121) 
Spirit (God) is identified with Soul: "Soul and 
Spirit being one, God and Soul are one, and this one 
never included in a limited mind or e limited body. 
Spirit is eternal, divine. Nothing but Spirit is more 
than ell else. Because Soul is immortal, it does not 
exist in mortality. n 122 ) Again she says: 11Soul must 
be God; since we learn Soul only as we learn God, by 
spirituolize.tion." 123) Again she writes~ "What is 
the Principle of Christian Science? It is~' the 
n 124) 
. . . the Soul of man 
---
Suorem.e Being, ••• 
Thus mrs. Eddy also identifies God with Good: 
"The Science of Soul ••• overturns the testimony of the 
five erring ser1ses, and reveals in clearer divinity the 
existence of good only; that is, of God and His idea.•125) 
* 
121) 
122) 
123) 
124) 
125) 
are but names for t he one God, our Father, acting 
in particular ways.~ 
Note that in this y:,p-rr the Gnostics also fostered the 
idea of .Patripassian.ism, i.e.," "the Father's sut'ter-
1ng." Sabellius fostered this teaching especially 
in the Eastern Church. 
C~. the Gnostic aeons, or emanations trom the Pleroma. 
Science~ Health, p.335. 
~-, p.335. 
Eddy, Unity 2£ ~' p.28. 
Rud:L~ental Divine Science, p.l. 
Miscellaneous ~r1tings, p.13. 
In answer to the question, "How would you define 
Christian Science?'' she reµl,ea: "AB the law of ~, 
the law of ~." 126 ) And yet again: "Good is not 
in evil, but in God only.'' 127) 
But more th£in this! She also identifies God and 
Mind: "All consciousness is Mind, and Mind is God. 
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Hence there is but one Mind; and that one is the 
infinite God, Good, sup plying all Mind by the reflection. 
not the subdivision of God. 11 126)• "All is Mind. 
According to t h e Scriptures and Christian Science, all 
is God, and there is naught beside Him." 129) "If --
God is All-in-all, then all must be Mind, since God is 
r.Iind • "130 ) · 0Mind is the I AM, or infinity. 11 131 ) 
Finally., .Mrs. 'Eddy identifies G~d with Life: 
"B lf ecaus 0 Life is God, Life must be eternal, se -
existent. ~ is ~ vverlastin~ ! !! Lftalics our 
0Vl!i7, t he Beginn ing who 1110~ and is and shall be, whom 
nothing can erase. 11 132)** 
126) 
127) 
128) 
* 
Rudimental Divine Science, p.l. 
Ibid., <o . 4 . 
- ,; 
Eddy, Ratroseection !!!£ Introspection, p.77. 
Cp . t he Gnostic idea of t he divine~-
129) Rudimental ~!vine Science, p.4. 
130) _!lli., p .5. 
131) Science and Heal th, p . 336. 
132) Ibid., p .289 f. 
--
** Cp. ~,'Jaterman, The Post-A,12ostolic ~, "Ten Epochs 
of Church History,~201, which mentions that, 
according to the Gnostics, the Logos and Zoe (W~rd 
end Life) ,•iere iden ti fled a."ld personalized. 
N ON-EXIS'J.'I!liJ CE 
OF M A'l''i' ER 
-5'7-
Ono of tha primary propositions ot 
Ch1 .. ist1an Science is that matter 
does not exist . 'bec 13use the only thing that really 
exists is Spi:r1·t; (God). As God is good and God is 
all, then all is good. Matter is non-existent because 
it is evil. 3 in and siotrness manifest themselves in 
v1ha'I:; app ears to be matter. But ''as sin, sickness end 
disease are contrary to the being and character of God 
and would cont~adiet Him in His wholeness or allneas, 
then me.tte.r is actually a fiction, and disease, sick-
ness, sin, must be deemed as non-existing. 11 133) 
Tirs • .l1:ddy says: '''fhe five material senses testitJ 
to the existence of matter. The spiritual senses afford 
no sucl'l. 0vidence, but deny the testimony of the material 
senses ••• 
ii 134 ) 11 As pretension to be Mind, matter is 
a lie, and t b e •father of lies;• Mind is not 1n matter, 
and Spirit cannot originate its opposite, named matter.al3S) 
,.Why should mortals concern themselves with the chemistry 
of food? Jesus said : 'Take no thought whet ye shell eat? 1 al36) 
The · ~nostic element in this teaching of Christian 
Science is that matter is evil. In fact, matter is 
identified VJi th evil. .And, therefore, everyth1Dg that 1a 
not Spirit, or God, is evil. 
133) Haldeman, .2E.. cit., p.17. 
134) Rudimental Divine Science, P• 5t. 
135) 
~-, p.7. 
136) 
~., p .12. Of. elso p .10. 
'.Phe Gnostics t aught~ "The world or matter, which 
cannot be traced to God as a spirit, is evil; it was 
--
tho world of t t10 in:f'erior God, the Demiurge, or God of 
the Jews. '.rhe material, the natural, being evil, is 
to be fought against. Tr.3 spiritual must be freed i'rom 
the world or matter. Indeed,~ truly spiritual!!:.! 
already freea from and above it." 13?) 
-- - ---
Thus does Foakes-Jackson speak of "the whole 
Gnostic vi ew of the evil of material things." l3B} 
Gnosticism, in general, addressed itself to the 
Pelation 0r finite man to the infinite God. The Gnostics 
asked : How c an an i mperfect world proceed from a per.feet 
God'? How did evil enter the world? In attempting to 
solve th~ d if:ficu.l ty, the Gnostlcs taught that there 
are two warl cls in shar p contrast with one another, the 
worlds of t he good and o~ t~e evil, the spiritual 
world and t he material world which is evil. Thus it 
happened that the Gnostics really returned to the 
dualism of Zoroaster. 
r~hat I. rs. Eddy actually ~ought to deny, bacauao 
o~ ha~ stubo orn be2lef that evil was non~0xistent, wan 
the reality of an objective universe. "In her philosophy 
139) there WR$ only one reality: the world of subjective ideas.• 
137) 
138) 
139) 
Klots che, op . ill•, p. 20. 
Studies ~ ~ !1.f.! :!!_ E!! Early Church, p.82. 
Dokiu, E:dwiu, ~. Eddl. ~ Biography ~ !! Virginal 
!!!!.9., p.104. 
trli th. thts in 111ind, 'Ne can see her purpose in 
denying the existence of matter, when she says, for 
example, in r-tlscellanies: 11?,!y first plank in the 
Platform of Christian Science is as follows: There 1a 
no substance ii! matter; matter is mortal error; matter 
is the unreal. rr 140) ''But, say you, is a stone 
s9iri tual? '110 e1•1•ing mortal sons fl, Nol but to unerring 
sp:i.ritual sense, it is .!! small manifestation ~ ~· 
~ake away the rno1"tnl sen:::e of substance, and the stone 
itself would disapp ear.~ 141) 
But not only does she say that all things in the 
universe are s~iritual, immortal, and unreal~ but she 
also says that there is no material sense: ''Jesus said 
of personal evil, that •the Truth abode not 1n him,' 
because there is E.£ materi9l sense L:rtalics our own.:,. 
Matter, as matter, has neithar sensation nor personal 
intell 1gence." 142) 
Mrs. Eddy tries to prove that there is no such 
concept es a human being .from Deut. 4,35: "The Lord, 
He is God; there i~ none else beside Him. 11 143) 
Having deni ed the existence of man, and of matter, 
she also denies that there is a ca1•nal mind: 11At best, 
matter is only a phenomenon of mortal mind, of which 
140) ~1s c elleni es, p.21. 
141) ~.-, p.27. 
142) Rua:hne11t 8l Divine Science, p.7. 
143) Ibid., p.13. 
-
* C.f. Science~ Health, p.289 
-oo-
ev11 is t1:1e highest degree; but there is no such thing 
AB 111ortel ~~' -- though we are oompelled to u&e the 
phrase in the endeavor to express the underlying thought. •144) 
'.d ter·ei'or e, S'~ e denied the '*&reelity of ~rror: n,.fruth 
canrrnt b o c ontamin r t ed by error. The stetc:n€lnt that 
~
1
ruth !E, ~ necess i:n ·ily includes the correleted state-
ment, that ~!...:, '..l.1ruth1 s unlikeness, ~unreal." 145 ) 
Evil, t her e .fore, i s also denied:* " ••• evil, being contrary 
to good, is unreal, and cannot be the product of God." 146) 
The Rev. Mau r ·ice E. Wils"'.'l writes of Christian Science: 
11It$ :fundamenta l princip le is that sin and sickness have 
147)iH'.· no real existence. 11 
Becau~0 sho den i ed t he existence of evil, she also 
denied t h e exi s t ence of the Devil: "Deity can have no 
such wsri'a r 0 a g i:: i n ? t Hi ms elf. 11 148 ) 
144) 
145) 
146) 
147) 
148) 
** 
I;;ddy, Unity of' Good, p.50. Note that she denied 
t h e existenceoriiiortal mind in order to make 
objective reality seem very res.l to humanity. Note 
also tha t s h e identifies this carnal mind with error. 
Op, t h e Gnostic teaching, Seeberg, Dog1nengeschichte, 
p,57: 0 Die Sinnlichkeit 1st (echt heidnlisch) das 
Bo es e im iid ens chen. 11 
Science an d Health, p .287 f. 
Op. Watermen, The ? ost-Apostolic ~' p.250:"0nosticiam 
stumbled at theide,: of a good Godwho should make an 
evil wor l d , and there must be a struggle to teach men 
to believe in ••• a Maker and Upholder of all the 
universe, with all its freedom and all its mixture ot 
evil and good.n 
~~~Health, p.339. 
\Vilson, "Eddyism: Commonly Called Christian Science.• 
in~ Fundamentals, Vol.IX, p.111. 
Eddy, No snd Yes, p.23. Cf. also pp.22-25, where she 
is very"9"bold in denying the very Devil whom she served. 
Op . Eddy, Rud:l.mental Divine Science, p.10: "Mortal 111a 
ere out arr·oi-s of thought, -- diseases ot mortal mind •• •• 
P .11: " What seem to be disease, vice, and mortality 
are illusions of the physical senses." 
It would seem that lt would be 
Very dif.ficuJ. t to J rove that Mrs. Eddy does teach a 
dualistic doctrine , and that she does, therefore, admit 
the existence of evil and of matter. 
"To .judge from appearances, nothing seems t'arther 
from. the truth t ha t an identification of Christian Science. 
with its insistence on the One-ness of God, and 
Manicheism, with its dualism of the two irreooncileble 
an·d eternal princ1;;,1 es of G,:, ,::>d and l!."'vil. Ji.nd yet, is 
not Mrs. Eddy 's anomalous tes.ch1n.g concerning animal 
. magnetism, which is practically omnipotont, the nee.rest 
aryp roa ch t o Ma.nichaisr.1? 11 149)** 
Mrs. Eddy is forced to admit some sort of creation 
in her teachings. She brings out, howev0r·, that she 
speaks of evil and of' matter, because of the conflicts 
of ttcarna1 11 and "spiritual Mind." 
ADIEI'l1S EVIL 1fhat tirs. Eddy does admit en existence of 
evil is shown from a number of her statements: "Good is 
S'l'eat end real. Hen ce its opposite, named evil, must be 
&mall and unreal. itl50) Here it can be clnarly seen that 
* or. Seeberg, Dogmenfeschichte, p.57, which shows the duEvlis~ of' the Gnost cs: "Die Welt des Geistes und der 
iVis.tE:Jr1. e stehen einender dualistisch gegenueber wie 
oben und unten, wie gut und boese.n 
l49)Bellwald, .2E.· Eit., p.175. 
** Cp. Seaberg, Dogmengesch1chte, p.58: "Mancherle1 
Deemor1en won~m nun in der menacblichen Seele und 
beschaedigen und hesch~utzen dieselbe wie Reisende 
eL1 Wirt3haus. 11 '.L'he Utw.1:1tics also believed, however. 
t hnt no sin existed in the Pneumatics. 
l50)Eddy, No and Yes, n.32,(Ltalics our own above). 
----- J;; 
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Jira. Eddy does admit the poas1bilit7 ot the eziatenoe 
of evil, though she tries to slight this taot a• muoh 
as possible. 
Edwin F. Dakin says, however, that Jira. Bdd7 •oould 
have said that the sense of evil is a finite limitation; 
merely a point of view." 151) 
But let us take more of her own statement• to prove 
that she actually knew that evil did ezist. She writea: 
"Sin, as a cliim., is more dangerous than sickness, more 
subtie, more difficult to heal.• 152) 
Again 7 she says: "no Christian Scientists believe that 
evil exists? We answer, Yes and Nol Yes, inasmuch as we 
do know that evil a.s a false claim, false entit7, and 
utter falsity, does exist 1n thought; and Ho, as some-
thing that enjoys, suffers, or is rea1.•15~) 
-
Again, when she says that "Good never enters into 
ev11,nl54) she by no means denies evil. 
Again: "To get rtd of sin through Science, is to 
divest sin of any supposed mind or reality, and never 
to admit that sin can have intelligence or power, pain, 
or pleasure. ~ conquer error ~ denzing !!!. veritz. •155) 
151) Dakin, Mrs. Eddz. The Biograph7 of a Virginal 111nd1 p.101. - - - - - - -
152) 
153) 
154) 
155) 
Retrospection !!!.2. Introspection, p.86. 
Christian Science versus Pantheism, and Other lleaaagea 
io !§.! iother Church, p.14. ---
Science and Health, p.~48. 
----Eddy, !!1?,.• ~., p.339. 
Again: "The emancipation ot our bodies tl'Olll 
sickness will t'ollow the mind's t»eedom from sin. •156) 
Again she admits both ain and a1ckneas: •!he 
.emphatic purpose of Christian Science 1a the healing 
of sin; and this task so?":atimes, ma7 be harder than 
the cure of disease; because,. while mortals love to 
8 1n,· they do not love to be sick." 157• 
. . 
There is, therefore~ no doubt that llrs. Edd7 doea 
I 
admit both a Prin'ciple 01· good and a principle of evil. 
She contends with this dualistic idea and tries to 
cast out the possibility of any evil. However, hard as 
she may try, she just does not seem able to explain 
it away. The most outstanding teaching 1n regard to 
the principle of evil is her malicious doctrine ot 
animal magnetism.** 
AIIUTS MATTER Another approach to show that there waa 
a dualistic el~ment in her teaching is to show that ahe 
also admits matter as an existent entit7. 
156) Eddy, ~Peopled~~ !!2!!, p.10. 
157) Eddy, Rudimental Divine Science, p.21'. 
* Op. also Eddy, No and Yes, p.4: "Disease is more 
than imagination; ~ii""a human error, a constituent 
part of what comprises the whole ot mortal eziatence ••• 
But an erring sense of existence, or the error ot 
belier, named disease, never made aickneaa a 
stubborn realit7.n 
Op. also Science and Healt~, p.~7: •senaual1am is 
not bliss, but bondage.• 
**er.page 61. 
Note also what Mar1 Parmele, 1n her Christian So1enoe 
p.56, says: "Would it be. unreasonable to a•k ••• how' 
she accounts for the presence or that umaitigated 
evil, the ' Mortal Mind?'" · 
-M-
Edwin F. Dakin points out: "She never did det1ne 
the word Matter in a way that might have shown her some 
release from her morass. Matter remained tor her the 
entire objective world. Having denied its reality, she 
left herselr. floating in a universe which was nothing 
but a void." 158) "The statement •There is no matter' 
/.:.e.s stated by Mrs. Eddi/, really means nothing whatever. 
Or rather, 1 t may mean so many things -- dep anding on 
the definition of 'matter•-- that 1t is open to almost 
innumerable interpretations." 159)* 
Nevertheless, let us take a tew quotations from 
her writings which she does not attempt to contradict 
otherwise. 
Here is a quotation which shows that she taught 
some kind of material existence: "Matter is neither a 
thing nor a person, but merely tho objective supposition 
of Spirit's opposite.nl60) 
Here is another: "... Creations of matter must 
return to dust.•161) 
Another: "Mortal mind says that matter CaJlDOt feel 
matter; yet put your finger on a burning coal, and the 
nerves, material ntirves, do feel matter.•162) 
158) Dakin, ~. Eddy, ~ Biography ~ !. Virginal Mind, 
p.104. 
159) Ibid., p.103. 
-* Ibid., p.104: Many scientists and •themat1c1ans al•o 
deny the existence of matter. But what Mrs. Eddy 
actually sought to deny "was the realit7 of an 
objective un1verse.w 
160) Science and Health, p.287, line 28; 161)~., line 5. 
181) Unity~ God, p.34. 
I 
Another proof that Mrs. Eddy did not hold through~ 
out that Spirit is the only thing that exists la her 
explanation for the existence of man.. She writes: "A 
material or human birth is the appearing of a mortal, 
not the immortal man." 162) Again, in answer to the 
question, "Why does the record make man a creation of 
the sixth and last day, if he was coexistent with OodT" . 
she says: 11In 1 ta genesis, the Science of creation 1a 
stated in mathematical order, beginning with the lowest 
form and ascending the scale of being up to man. But 
all that really _is, always was and forever is; for it 
existod in and of the Mind that is God, wherein man 
is foremost. 111 63) Even though Mrs. Eddy tries to make 
man a pert or the all-ness ot Mind, yet she is forced 
to think of man as material, human concept. Man does 
exist, not only as a part of Mind, nor only as e 
" . corporeal, sensuous belief," but as part of matter. 
Mrs. Eddy's dualism, as the preceding quotations 
show,. continually resolves itself into this ever-recurring 
con.flict between the "carnal" and the •divine Mind.• 
She cannot escape the conclusion that matter and evil 
do eaist. 
For this reason, Mrs. Eddy tries her best to 
explain away the conflict between good and evil. 
162) Misoe~laneous Writings, p.17. 
163) Ibid., p.57. 
* io'te' 1n particular what Mrs. Eddy says under her 
heading, nThe Son ts Duali tf • · (Science and Heal th, 
p.~34): "~invisible· Chr st was 1npercept1ble to 
the so-called perso~al aenaea, whereas Jesus 
•66-
This attempt, however, does nothing more than to lead 
her into another form of dualism: consigning to the 
all-ness of God (Good) en active counterpart. She does 
this when she speaks of the nL1e" or "Error" 1n the 
second chapter of Genesis. 
This inferior God of t he Old Testament closel7 
corresponds to the "Demiurge" of the Onoatica. The 
ancient Gnostics had believed that if tae naterial ot 
which this world consists is essentially evil, it, 
thererore, cannot be the creation of the supreme God.* 
To them t he J ehovah of the Old Testament, the God o~ 
the Jews, was f ar inferior to the true "Gnosisn or the 
revela tion of the Supreme Being. ** 
Nothing can show Mrs. Eddy•·s dualism more clearly 
than this Gnostic idea that there is a rival to the 
true, "all-being'' God. 
fn conclusion, we c~n say that it is tor this reason 
that Mrs. Eddy can really admit sin as opposed to Godi 
-
164) 
* 
** 
"Sin will receive its 1'ull penalty,. both tor what 
it is and for what it does. Justice marka the 
sinner, and teaches mortals not to remove the way-
marks of God. To envy's own hell, justice consigns 
the lie which ••• breaks Gad' s commandments.• 18-6). 
- - - - -- - -
appeared es a bodily existence. This dual peraonal1t7 
of the unseen and the seen •••. , the eternal Christ 
and the corporeal Jesus manifest 1n the flesh lftal1ca 
our o~, continued until the Jlasterr;-ascenaion ..... • 
Science and Health, p.542, lines 22 tt. 
--------Op. Seeberg, Dogmengeschichte, p.57; also · Waterman,. 
:£!!.!Post-Apostolic~' p.199. 
The Gnostics believed that the union between God and 
the world was not a direct one. Thia took place through 
the mediltlll of agencies, the lowest ot which approach•• 
moat nearly to material existence. 
0. THE FJ!.ANATIOHS 
The teaching in Science !!!,2_Health, and 1n 
the other writings of Mrs. EddJ, that there are 
various emanations of the Deity is essentlallJ a 
recurrence of the Gnostic teaching.* In order to 
prove this we shall discuss, tirst, the docet1c 
doctrine regarding the Messiah; and secondly, the 
development in Christian Science of this dooetic 
principle in advocating the belief that man is onlJ 
an 8Itlanation, or a reflection, of God. 
The Gnostics taught that there is a natural and 
gradual unfolding of the divine potency, or emanation 
trom the divine being. "'l'he products or emanation are 
called aeons which are thoui,]:lt to be the media of 
creation, development and redemption ot the world••• 
One of the highest aeons appears as the Redeemer 1n 
whom the eel est1al aeon and the human person are 
clearly to be distinguished." 165) 
By this "celestial aeon II the Onostics mean the 
divinity of Christ. They separate the Christ, or 
divine, element of the Messiah trom the human element, 
the Jesus part. xhus Klotsche can say: "All the gnostica 
agree that Christ was not God Incarnate 1n whom both 
165) 
* 
Klotsche, outline ~ !!!!. Historz S!£. Dootrinea, P• 2lt. 
The Gnostica originally held an evolution1at1c eman~1on 
over against the doctrine of creation. Ct. SeebeJ"g, 
Do~enseschichteJ.p.57: "Aus ••r Oeisteawelt, die 1D 
·ale bewegt lat durch die c<.~ t:Jv-o , ••• dllrch 
Bnanation oder Evolution diese Welt hervorgegang1111.• 
) 
-es-
natures are united in one person." 168) .,or this 
reason the Onost1cs denied that the divine-human 
aeon, called Jesus Christ, appeared on this earth. 
They completely denied the communion of attributes. 
Therefore, the Gnostics claimed a docet1c 
doctrine. Seaberg poAnts out Marc1on•s view concerning 
this: Christus 111st die Erscheinung Gottes eelber ••• 
Er hat sich nicht m1t d8ld. Leib des Demiurgen beaudelt. 
sondern nahm -- nur um sich verstaendlieh machen zu · 
k .1~) ~ oennen -- einen Sche1nle1b s.n ••• 
Some of the Gnostics said: "Jesus ia either a 
mere manwith whom, for 8 time, the aeon Onrist unites 
himself; or he is a heavenly aeon which assumed a body 
f d f n 168) orme o psychical substance••• 
Waterman discusses at greRter length: 
"The Word was made flesh and dwelt amon~ us, had 
to"'beeraied orexpla1nedaway in a Onoatfc 
Gospel. There were two ways of doing this. Either 
(1) our Lord's bodily life was treated as a mere 
illusion of the senses, -- He never was truly born. 
He never bed a real body of flesh, He only se.aed 
to suffer on the Cross, being all through a bodi-
less spirit raised serenely above the common 
experiences of humanity. He never was tired or 
hungry or sad or indignant or grat1t1ed, in all 
His career, -- or else (2) the great Aeon Christ 
was represented as heving entered into the man 
Jesus, either at His conception, or ••• at Bia 
Baptism, and as having left that man ot sorrows 
to his tate, when crucitixion threateded, and 
retired again into the Pleroma ••• • 169) 
166) Klotsche, ~· cit., p.20. 
167) Dogmengeschichte9 p.64. 
168) Klotsche, .2£.• ill•, p.20. 
169) Waterman, !!!1_ !J>ochs ~ Church Hiatorz, Vol.II• P• 
202.203. 
Mrs. Eddy can be charged with such a docetio 
teaching only in the sense that she divides Christ. 
This 1s shovm when she speaks ot the "Christ-element 
in the Messiah." 170) 
In her Glossary she declares Jesus to be "the 
highest hurnen corporeal concept ot the divine, rebult1Dg 
and destroying error and bringing to light Jll8J1' a 
immortality." 171) She defines Christ as "the divine 
manifestation of God which comes to the tleah, to 
destroy incarn~te error." 172) But, according to this 
definition, t he Christ aan be 1n Mrs. Eddy as readil7 
as in Jesus of Nazareth. 
The point we went to make here is that, to Mrs. Bdd7, 
this Jesus of Nazareth is nothing more than a divine 
emanation, an~ proceeding from the Supreme Being. 
She brings this out very clearly on page ~3~ of ••r 
Science !!!.S. Heal th.:i "The Christ is the incorporeal, 
spiritual, -- yea, ~ divin.e image ~ likeneaa, dis-
pelling the illusions of the senses.•* 
-------170J Science~ Health, p.288, line 29. 
171) Ibid., p.473. 
-172) Ibid., p.583. Ct. also p.589. 
-
*Op.the Gnostic teaching, Kurtz, Church History 
(Philadelphia, 1878), Vol.I, p.961 •the theogenlc 
and cosmogenic process was explained on the principle 
of en emane tion. by which tram the hidden God a long 
series or Divine formations or aeons they removed 
.from the original divine source.• This waa the baaia 
"ror the dooe.tic vlews ot the Onostioa. 
Op. also Klotsche, .2E.• cit., p.191 "According to 
Acts 8:10, Simon MAgus•-i'ollowers considered hill. •that 
power of God which is called great,• i.e. the ch1e"r 
em.ane.t1on from the de~ty. and so entitled to divine 
worship ••• " 
-'10• 
In the samo manner Mrs. Edd1 also said that JllaJl 
is a reflection ot God, because man is the 1mage of 
God, stating also that "God is man's divine Principle. •173) 
Edwin F. Dakin points out: 11She could have said that 
the individual, being a part of God, was himself en-
dowed with the same •creative• powers es God, and 
could thus create freely, his sense of good end evil 
depending only upon whether he used this godlike gift 
to create in complete accord with all his needs.• 174>* 
Though the reader will roalize that Mr. Dakin is 
not quite rair 1n his conclusion, because Mrs. Eddy 
does not admit even a creation of the Supreme Being, 
Mind, Spirit, yet we shall show that lirs. Eddy does a.clmit 
the premise which Mr. Dakin credits to her. 
Urs. Ed.dy soys: "Man originated not trom dust, 
materially, but from Spirit, spiritually." 175) 
Again she says: ''The spiritual man' a consciousness 
and individuality ere reflect101- of God. They are the 
....;..;;_.;;...........,...; - -
emanations or Him who is Life, Truth and Love." 176> 
Again: "Accordirlg to the Word, man is the image 
and likeness or God • • • Man is seen only 1n the true 
likeness of his Maker." 177) 
173) 
174) 
* 
175) 
176) 
177) 
Science and Health, p.515. 
~ Eddy, The Biot5£aPhJ 2!. !. Virginal Mind, p.101. 
Mr. Dakin seems to forget the reason whJ Jira. Edd7 
teaches this, viz., to show that man is without sin. 
M1scellaneaus Writings, p.57. 
Science~ Health, p.336. 
Miscellaneous writings, p.6lt. 
-'11.-
Again: "In divine Science there is no material 
mortal man, for man is ppiritual and etel'Jlal, he being made 
in the image of Spirit, or God." 17S) 
Again: "In Science, man is the manitest refiection 
of.' God, perfect and immortql Mind. He is the lllceneaa 
of' God; and His likeness woUld be lost it inverted or 
perverted. n 179 ) 
Again: "Sclence and spiritual sense contradict 
this l"that man is ma.teria.!7, and they afford the only 
true evidence of t h e being of God and man, the material 
evidence being wholly ralse. '' 180) 
Again: 11God is individual • • • not in any anthro-
pomorphic sens e . Therefore man, reflecting God, cannot 
love his ind i v i duality •••• Acco11 ding to divine Science, 
man is in a degree as perfect as the Mind that forms 
him. The truth of being m1tkes man harmonious and 
immortal ••• " 181 ) 
And yet again her anthropological emanations are 
shown: "'11he true idea of man, as the reflection ot 
the invisible God, is as incomprehensible to the limited 
senses as is man's infinte Principle." 182) 
Once more she brings out that the image of God is 
a deflection of being, which, "rightly viewed. serves to 
178) 
179) 
180) 
181) 
182) 
Rudimental Divine Science, p.5. 
Ibid •• p.7. 
-ibid •• p.7. 
-Science and Health, p.336 t. 
Ibid., p73'37. 
-
suggest the prop er refl action ot God and the spiritual 
actuality of man, as given in the first chapter ot 
Genesis." 183) 
Therefore, the ethical tendencies in Christian 
V 1 f/,Jt 
uc ence are man, as t he reflection of God, oan be 
perfectly holy and that the truly spiritual man wants 
to do only that which is good.* 
Mrs. Eddy says: "Man, in Ohristien Science, 1s as 
perfect and i mmortal noTI a s when 'the morning stars 
sang together, and all the sons of God shouted tor 
joy.• 184) On another occasion she writes: The 
spiritual men in Science "keeps unbroken the Ten 
Co.mrnandments, imd practises Christ's Sermon ot the 
I.fount." 185) 
In conclu~~on t~ this section, lat us compare 
all this with what Klotsche says of the Gnosis of 
the Gnostics: "Bnosis also leads to moral purification 
and a perfect life. Perfection shows itself in the con-
tempt of t h e me. terisl world 
of' Unostie a.ualism. n 186} 
the practical consequence 
183) Science~ Health, p.502. 
* 
184) 
185) 
186) 
Mrs. Stetson, who was the great leader or Christian 
Science after the deatA of Mrs. Eddy, also bears this 
out, Reminiscenees, Sermons, and Correspondence l.!:,!!• 
in6 Aatierence to E!!! Principles~ chrlstlan Science, 
p.284: "Let us""oe reriectors ol good, voice our 
Father-Mother God, an<jlever admit evil as a reality • 
••• May God make us conscious of our great power to 
rise sup erior to all sin, sickness, death.• 
Uni2 .2f ~' p.42. 
Rudimental Divine Science, .p.12. 
An outline of the History of Doctrines, p.21. 
-... -- -
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D. CHRIS'fOLOGY 
BO REAL IllCARNATION * At first glance, it seems that 
Mrs. Eddy doeD admit that Jesus was incarnate. lote 
this statement, f or example: "Jesus was born of Mary 
/_out to her ",Jesus " is not the Chrisy". Chdst is the 
true idea voicing good, the divine message from God to 
men speaking t o the human consciousness. The Obrist 
-
~ 1ncor porea1, spiritual , -- yoa, the divine image 
end likenes s disp elling t he illusions of the senses ••• 
l'h e cor p oreal man J esus was human." 187) From this 
quotation it can be seen that we must first of all 
** recognize t hRt Mr s. Eddy divides Christ. 
It is all the more surprising that Mrs. Eddy should 
ma1ntn:ln thut J'osus was born of a virgin. But notice 
t1hat she really means when she says: "The illumination 
of' Haryt s spirit ual s ense put to silence material law 
and its order of generation, and brought forth her child 
by the revelation of Trut h, demonstrating God as the 
Father of men •••• The Christ dwelt torever an ideal 1n 
the bosom of God, the divine Principle of the man Jesua; 
* 
187) 
** 
Concerning t he Gnostic t eaching, op. JUotache, 
OUtline of the History of Doctrines, p.20: •Dualism 
stamped itself upon the~ery person of Uhrist. In 
the diff erent Gnostic Systems we tind a manifold 
confusioqof opinions as to Chriat•s person, but the7 
all agree that Christ was not God incarnate 1n whome _.,. 
Dotrl naturesare uni~edI'none 2_erson. "2.!talica our O"!!f 
Science and Health; p.332, IX.Litalics our owJ 
Op. Seeb~, Dogmengeschichte, p.55: •Johannes be-
kaempft e1ne R1chtung, welohe Ohristue von Jesus 
ache1det, 1ndem sie leugnet, dasz Jesus als Ohristus 
1m Fleisch gekommen (l.Joh.41 2; 21 22; 41 15; 5,1.5.6). 
Gemeint 1st die Irrlehre des Kerinth (Iren.III,11,1).• 
and woman perceived this spiritual idea, though at 
first faintly developed in infant tol'Jll ••• leaua waa 
tha offspring of Mary's selt-conscioua communion with 
God." 188 >• In this way M1ts. Eddy wants to accept 
an incarnation of the Jesus of lazareth, but she doea 
not believe that He was the Christ manifest 1n the 
f'l:lesh. ** 
DENIAL OF DEITY 
OF JESUS CHRIST 
Concerning the denial ot the deity 
of Jesus Christ let us first quote 
her ''famous" statement: 11JESU8 OHRIST IS NOT GOD, AS 
JESUS HIMSELF DECLl\RED. nl89)·lrn* 
Again she argues: "God is indivisible. A portion 
or God could not entor men; neither could God's fulness 
be reflected by a single man, else God would be 
188) 
* 
** 
189) 
*** 
Science end Health, p.29. 
Bellwald, 2E..• EJ_., p .177, points out that this 
quotation ~roves at the same time that she tried 
to eccep t t h e virgin birth only in a manner quite 
out ot' keeping v1itl1. orthodoxy. "Also did she teach 
this Virgin-Birth not as a unique privilege, but 
as something which will become the rule es soon as 
men are sufficiently spiritual no longer to believe 
e.t all in the reality of matter.-
The Gnostics did not believe that the aeon Ghrist 
became incsrnate by birth: "Jesus t71rd~D 
Gotlt, in der Te.ufe vereinigt sich mit ~~ der Aeon 
Christus auch Anthropos oder Menschens~ genannT.:" ".\ 
Sie ••• haben das mit einander gemein, dasz der /'( 
h1stor1sche Jesus schar! getrennt wird von dem. ,l JI' 
himmlischen Ohristus, entweder so dasz der b1mml.~ 
Aeon in einem Scheinleibe wo~•, oder ao, dasz der 
Mensch Jesus von dem Aeon geleitet und bewegt 1R1rde.• 
Foakes-Jackson, .21?.•cit., p.82, shows that the 
anti-Gnostic Irenae~s fought against the idea or 
Marcion and others who said that Ohriat came 
suddenly, without being born. 
Science and Hoalth, p.361, line 12. 
For a lengthy dissertation on this subject of the 
danial of t he deity of Christ, op. BaltslJ, !!!!, 
Deeth ~ !!!. Christian ScienoeJ pp.19•24. 
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manifestly finite, lose the dei£1c character. and 
become less than God."190)* 
From these two statements by Mrs. Eddy it is 
clearly shovm that she tuliy, and without reservation. 
denied the deity or our Lord. 
Not all of the Gnostics denied the deity of Christ. 
'l1hat t here were some Gn.ostics, eapecially in the second 
centu1' y, who dell,ted. His deity is pointed out by 
Waterman, in his~ Epochs £f_ Ohureh Hiatory, Vol.II• 
p. 202 f. He also brings out this pert1nent~statement: 
n'l1heodotus had tried to save the Divine Unity by 
t aking a.wey the Divinity of Jesus Christ. 11191 ) 
NO S ACRIB'IOIAL 
A'l'OWErtIENT 
The Gnostics did not believe in a 
sacrificial atonement of ~'hrist. 
"Ohristianity, with its great idea ot redemption, is 
to the Gnostics the world-renewing principle,~ it 
is~ redemption~ sin~ guilt, but deliverance of 
the spiritual from the material; it is !2!. soteric 
but cosmic principle ••• "192) 
190) 
~ 
191) 
192) 
Science and Health, p.336. 
We cannot quote .Mrs. Eddy's statemant concerning 
the "man Jesus" (es, e.g., in Rud1mental Divine 
Science, p.3), as it would be useless to take any 
quotations when she speaks ot the human Jesus apart 
from the deific Principle. 
Waterman, op.cit., p.262f. 
Klotsche, OUtllne of the History of Doctrines, p.20. 
On p.20 rl •• Klotsclie-;lso says: "'ohrist•s otfice as 
the Redeemer was not to atone tor the ains of the 
world, but to bring knowledge to the world, especi-
ally Gnosis to the pneumatics.• 
Jlrs. Eddy does speak of an· atonement, but 
sho acknowledges Jesus 1 atonement onl1 as •the 
evidence of divine, efficacious Love, unfolding man'• 
unity with God through Christ Jesus, the Wey-shower.• 193) 
In this manner she really and 1m.pl1c1tly rejects 
the Christian dogma of Christ's v1car1cms atonement. 
She sets forth many a beautiful thought on Christ•• 
sufferings, but the general trend of he~eaching is 
that Christ, by suffer ing end apparentlJ dying bas 
become to us an example of hov, to overcome the beliet 
of suf'fE=ring and how to "demonstrate" over death. 
She says, furthermore: 11Lat men think they have killed 
t h e bodyl after 1.vards He would show it to them unchanged. •194) 
' Jhat b ecomes of the Atonement when suffering 
which was not sufZering, in a body which was not a bod7, 
was offered in expiation for sin which was not sin? 
She admits no Atonement at all when she says, for 
example: "Jesus suffered to show mortals the awful 
price paid by sin, and how to ayoid pa1ing it. He 
atoned for the terrible unr3ality of a supposed 
existence agart fr~m Goa. n195) 
193) 
194) 
195) 
Science and Health. p.497. 
Ibid., P 742. 
Elsewhere Mrs. Eddy points out that the Atonement 
"should demonstrate that the true men, in Christian 
Science, is governed. by God, by good, not evil, and 
is therefore not a mortal, but an immortal,• Ibid., 
p.42. She sets this .forth more plainly when ~ 
s2id t hat t he crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus 
served to "elevate faith and understanding to perceive 
eternal Life -- the allness of Spirit and the 
nothingness of matter," Ibid., p.497. 
-No apd Yes, p.35. 
---
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Mrs. Eddy admits no Atonement at sll when ahe 
says: "One s acrifice, houever great, is innutticient 
to pay the debt of s1n.nl96 ) 
Again she says: "Jesus did not aome into the 
world to save sinners from their sins, but trom their 
)* sense· of' sin. nl97 
Therefor e, i.:r $ . Eddy does not believe in for-
giveness of sins t hrough Christ. In answer to the 
question, nif t ha~· e is no sin, why did Jesus come to 
save sinners? " s h e says: " ••• Jesus came to soek and to 
eave such as believe in the reality of the unreal {J1z .. , 
Birv'; to save thern from this false belief •.•• 11 l98) 
Again s h e says: "To me divine pardon is that divine 
presence which is the sure destruction of sin; &Jld I 
insist on t he destruction of sin as the only full 
proof of its p ardon. t F'or this purpose the Son ot God 
was rnanifaeted, t hat he might destroy the woi,ks of 
the devil, ( I John 3,8 ),. 11199) 
196) 
197) 
198) 
199) 
Science and Health, p.22. 
--·---Ibid. 7 p .• 23, line 3. 
Miscellaneous Writings, p.63. 
No and Yes, p.31. 
---- n Cp. also Seaberg, Dogmengeschichte, p.64f.: Chr1stua 
ging darauf in die Unterwelt und befreiete hier die 
Heiden und zwar selbst die Sodomiter und Aegypter .• 
nicht aber die Frommen des A. T •••• Die Meiaten 
gehen aber ve1•loren ••• , d.h. sie verfallen dem 
Feuer des Demiurgen (Tert. I,28). Der gute Gott 
straft nicht; er will die Boesen nicht. Das 
ist $e1n Gericht." 
* Op . the Gnostic b elier tbst redemption is only the 
deliverance of the sp irituBl, the Pneumatics. 
Theref'ore , Mrs. Eddy also denies the salvation 
through Christ. 'l'o her, 11sl:flf-sacrifioe is the 
high,·iay to heaven. n200 Salvation, to the Christian 
Scientist, is merely a getting rid or some erroneous 
bel1et's in the present life. The future interests 
a Christian Scientist very little. "As there is no 
future hell to be feared, and therefore no future 
heaven holds out very little attraction. It adds 
nothing to the happiness of a. Ghr·istian Scientist; it 
is merely t he present life continued in a different 
sphere . ft'or this reason the Christian Scientist 
i'ocuses all his attention on the present life." 20l) 
To Mrs. ·..:aay, theI·Gfore, salvation means primerily 
e.nd Gxclusively salvation from sin, sickness and death, 
a.s she understands these.* 
NO RESURREC'l·IOli 
OF OHHIS'i1 
Because Mrs. Eddy denied the death 
of Christ, she also denied his 
resurrection f1~om ·"h e dead. 
Concerning His uapperent" death she says; "Jesus' 
unchang ed physical condition after what SEEMED TO BE 
DEA'.11H wa s foll owed ••• n202) Again: n ••• He HAD NO'l' DIED. w20:5) 
200) No and Yes, p.33. 
---201) Boll"ll•ald, 22,• £.!!•, p .179 f. 
* Op . Seaberg, Dogmenc~sehichte, p.59: "so wird der 
Geist durch Erkenntnes frei von dem Druck der S1nn-
lichkeit ,md erhebt sich zu Gott." 
202) Science~ Health, p.46, line 20. 
203) Ibid., p .45, line 32. 
~also p .46, lines 1-3. 
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Again Mrs. ~ddy quotas st. Paul in this fashion. 
"we were reconciled to God by the (seeming) death o~ 
His Son." 204) 
Again she says: "His Disciples believe Jesus to 
be dead while he W!:1.s hidden in the sepulchre, WHEREAS 
RF. VIAS ALIVE. n20 5 ) 
An.d yet 2gain: "The lonely precincts o!' the tomb 
gave Jesus a refuge rrom ~1s foes", where "He met and 
mastered, on the basis of Christian Science, all the 
claims of medicine., su.rgery and hygiene. "206) 
In the same way the Gnostics completel7 denied 
the resurrection of ,Jesus Ghrist. There simply was 
no ro0w ror the rosurrection of Christ in their 
teachings. 20'7) 
- - - - - ~ - - -
204) Science ~ Health, p.46. 
205) !£!2.•• p.44, lines 28.29. 
206) ill.£., p.44. 
207) Kl ~tsche, .2£• £!!•, p.22. 
Of . also SeebGrg, Do&J!engeschiohte, p.65: "D1e 
leibliche Auferstehung ieugnete Marcion.• 
E. ESCHA'J.10LOGY REJECTED 
According to the Onostios, thare is no life 
after death. Klotsche points out: "The Christian 
eschatology as a whole is rejected. There is no 
room for the resurrection of Christ, nor the resur-
rection of' the dead. The only thing to be expected 
.t'rom the :f.'u.tnre is the complete deliverance ot the 
suir1t t'rom matter and its final return into the 
' ::,leroma, • n208) 
-ao-
In like manner Urs. Eddy also denies the entire 
Christian eschatolos y. She denies the reality ot 
death, of' t he resurrection of the body, of the Judgment, 
and of' heaven. 
Of death she says: uThe tact that Christ, or 
Truth, overcame end still overcomes death proves the 
'king of terrors' to be but a mortal belief, or 
error, which Truth destroys with the spiritual evidences 
of Life; and this shows that what appears to the senses 
to be death is but a mortal delusion (illusion), tor to 
the real man and the real universe there is no death-
process.0209> 
208) 
209) 
Op . cit., p.22. 
Op. also Seaberg, Dogmengeschichte, p.59: "Ohristua 
bringt der Welt also die Erkenntnis, dadurch warden 
die Geistel~nente gestaerkt, sich von der Materie 
zu befro1en. Die Selbstbesinnung des Uenschen-
geistes beginnt." 
Science and Health, p.289. 
Mrs. Eddy bases this denial of death on the non-
existence of matter: "Life is not 1n matter. Therefore 
it cannot be said to pass out of matter. Matter and 
death are mortal illusions," p.289, line 27tr. 
•61-
Ags1n Mrs. 1-:day says: "There 111 no death. •210> 
Again: "Man in Scien ce nP'IT9 r dies. n211 )* 
Because Mrs. gady denies the reality of death, 
she also denies t h e resurrection from the dead, 
saying : 11 Th ere i s no rest1rrection of t he dead. "212)** 
'l1her eforo s h e also denies the Judgment: "No 
f'in a l j udement a· $'.'\its mort13ls." 213 ) 
Fia~lly, Mrs. Eddy doas not believe in a tuture 
heaven. Sh e says~ "Heaven is spir1tnl. Heaven is 
harmony, i nf'in i tG, boundless bliss. 11 214) She 
s peel{s of' ll 11paradis i aca l rest from physical agony" 
and of a 11 p a r a.dis e of' Spirit. 11215) But.,aocording to 
het• t e a chings, this rest is f'ound in this life when 
on e applie s t he pr inciples of Christian Science • 
..... ~--------
21~) Science~ Health, p.429, line 3. 
211) Unity of God, p .40. 
- -
* Cp . Ibid ., p .41, wh ere she also says: "Material 
sense';-or t he belief of life i n matter, must 
perish, in order to prove man deathless." 
In The First Church of Christ Scientist end 
Misce!le.ny,p.267, BhGseems to admit somesort 
of' r eelity of death: 11The dying or the departed 
enter heaven {the harmony of infinite blis!7 1n 
~ropor tion to t heir progress ••• u 
212) Ibid., p .51. 
-
** Compar e t he Gnostic deni&l of the resurrection or 
t he b ody, Seeber g ., Dogmengeachichte, p .59: "Der 
Gesal'.llr.ltrichtung gemees z fehlt die Auferstehung dea 
Flaisches sowie di e ~esammte urchr1stl • .Esohatologie 
in der Gno sis. Die Rueckkehr des aus der Materie 
b e r r eiten Geist es in das Pleroma bildet den Abaohluaz.• 
213) Science and Health, p . 291, line 28. 
214) :nri s c ellan:v, p . 267. 
215) Unity ~~, p .70. 
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F. PAR ODY OF TRE LORD'S SUPP ER 
Foakes-Jackson brings out what Ireneeus thought 
of the Gnostics' teaching regarding the Lord's Supper: 
"In the Eucharist there is an •·offering the first 
iruit s of his ovm created things.• Christ took 
bread, that created thing, and the oup 'which 1s a 
part of' the creation to which we belong.' This refute• 
the whole Gnostic view of the evil of material things. 
In the synagogues of the heretics /Jinostic!7 there can 
be no proper Eucharist on this account. The bread and 
wine ••• eonsist of t Tio realities, the earthly and 
t he heavenly, end if the former be denied, as by the 
Gnostics, how ce.n t her e be a proper o1'fer1ngT"216) 
What does Mrs. Eddy say concerning the Lord's 
Supper? She says: "our Eucharist is spiritual communion 
with the one God . our bread 'which cometh down trom 
Heaven' is Truth. Our cup is the cross; our wine, the 
insp ira tion of Love -- the draught our Master drank 
and commended to His followers •••• His true flesh and 
blood were His Life; and th9y truly eat his .f'lesh and 
drink his blood who partake of the divine L1te.a2lf) 
Furthermore, Mrs. Eddy tells us that the passover 
which J esus ato with tlis disciples the night before 
His dea th 11was a mournful occasion, a sad supper;" and 
216) 
217) 
Studies in ~ 1,ife of the Early Church, p.82. 
Cf' . ~lso Waterman, o-o. cit., Vol.II, p.275. 
- -Science ~ Health, p.35. 
tha t it "clos ed forever J esus' ritualism, or con-
cessions t o metter. "218 ) 
Snowden p oints out that the Eucharist which 
Christian Sci entists obs erve is not the Lord's Supper 
which J eaus instituted v,i t h his cUsci;,les on the evening 
lJefore His crucifixion, but "it is the •morning meal' 
at which h e was present with his disciples on the shore 
or the Sea 0£ Galilee after his resurrection ••• "219) 
Here is Ur s., F.ddy' s account and interpretation of this 
incid cmt: 
" Convinced of t h A fruitl essness of their toll 1n 
t h e dar k an d v1s k enea by their !taster• s voice, they 
c i1.agoc1 t hei r met h od~ , ·curned aw~:y from material 
t h ings, and c &st t heir net on the right side. 
Discer·n i n g Cbz• i st , Truth, anew on the shore of time~ 
t h ey were enabled. to rise somewhat fro.'11 mortal 
s ensuousness, or the burial of mind in matter, 
into nefm ess of life as Spirit. This spiritual 
meet ing with ou r Lord in t he dawn of the new 
lig.b t 1 8 the morning meal which Christian 
Sc ientis t s commemorate." 220)* 
218) Science ond Health, p .321 as quoted in ~ Funda-
ment al s, Vol .IX, b y Rev. Maurice Wilson. p.i!S. 
2i9) Snowden, The Truth About Christian ·science. p.106 r. 
220) Scianco and Health, p.35. 
* ~ilson , op . cit., p.119: "The so-called •Communion 
Servi ce r""'us ecf"t'o be held once a year; but in 1908 
it wa s 8bolished f1,om the Mothar Church in Boston, 
b ec aus e t h e c r owd was inconvenient. Thatwas the 
r ea son ass i sn ed, but in her order Mrs. Eddy decreed1 
11
'l'h ere s hall b e no more conmmnion see.eon 1n the 
Mot her Church t hat has blossomed into sf,1r1tual 
beau t y , c o1111nun ion universal end Divine.' thus this 
' dead ri t e ,' as ~he c alled it, was done away with.• 
G. GNOSI S v1.msus FAITH* 
The most conclusive evidence in Science~ Hea1th 
that Mr s . Rddy ' s t eaching is much like 8nost1c1sm 1a 
t h e clear evi dence t hat iJrs. E. placed knowledge, 
t he s piritual knowl edge , above faith. 1'h&* knowledge, 
or Gnosis, was t he only means of obtaining real sal~ 
vation, or freedom from the idea of matter add mortal 
mind. *~· 
~hat t he Gnos t ics pl aced Gnosis in opposit ion to 
faith is shown by Seeberg: "Die 
1st di e h"'rloesung, aber nur auf den Geist 
und nicb t eu.f Seel e und Leib bezieht sich dieselbe 
(Ir.I 21 4• : 7 5) 11221) 
' , ~ , J • According to them, this Gnosis 
was attainable only by the Pneumatics. They spoke or 
some method of deliverance for the Psychics also, but 
the only real salvation by this superior Gnosis was 
only for t h e Pn eumatics, as Seaberg points out: •1n 
der Praxis haben die Gnostiker die Genossen 1hrer 
Verbingungen durchweg f'uer Pneumatiker angesehen ••• •222) 
* This was stressed more in practise than 1n actual 
teaching by t h e Gnostics. Cp. Seeberg, Dogmenfe-
schichte, p .57: "Nich t philosophische Erienntn s 
soll dem Einzelnan hieduroh geboted warden, sondern 
intui tive Gef'uelserkenntnis, a1ne neue Gemuets-
s cimmung und dami t die Anregung zu einer religioesen 
Weltanschauung . 0 
221) Op .• S:2:!•, p . 59 . 
222) Op • .£.!!•, p . 59 . 
** Bell wal d, oo . c i t ., p .175: "Christian Science is 
ekin t o Gnosti cism by making understanding or 
science i t s issue in opposition to faith.'' 
-Mrs. Eddy had practically the aaae idea of 
what constitutes salvation. In her Miscellanies, 
P • 267, she says: "The dying or the departed enter 
heaven in proportion to taeir progreas [.f.n Christian 
Soienc!7, in proportion to their titness to partake 
of the quality and the quantity of heaven.a 
On pae;e 286 , line 3, of her Science !!!!! Heel th, 
she s hows very clearly her position of placing 
Gnosis in opposition to faith: "we ·must not seek the 
immutable and immortal through the finite, mu.table, 
and mortal, and so depend upon BELIEF INSTEAD OF 
DEMONSTRATION, for this is fatal to the knowledge 
of' Science. 11 
Again she s ays: "Mind t]Jod, Good~ Spiriy' must 
be not merely believed, i.,ut it must be understood. •22S) 
According to Mrs. Eddy's system, men needs no 
rebirth, but n eeds rather a revelation: "With the 
spiritual birth, man's primitive, sinless, spirit~! 
ex1st0nce davm s on human thought ••• by ~hich one 
loses himself' e.s n'8. tter, and gains e truer sense of 
Spirit and spiritual man. 11224) 
Thus r:7rs. Eddy, and he1• followers, regard Gnosis 
as a higher knowledge than possessed by "ordinaryn 
men. A-~d in this manner she robs Christianity of the 
223) Science and Health, p.339. 
224) Miscellaneous ·1ritilJ.~s, p .17. 
one absolute., fun drunental , unc.l essential el8Clent. • 
Because 1,frs. J.!.ddy believed in the uni versal1 ty 
of this supreme Gnosis., which she identified with the 
all-ness of I.l ind., she completely discards all teachings 
concerning man ' s dependence upon God. 'ro her the 
spiritual ma11 is supreme. 
Therefo1'0 , sh0 a lso discards Christian prayer. 
8he has no usa for it. Sue says that it would do 
no good to ask God for anythiug material becauso 
nothing material exists. Nor is prayer for forgive-
n ess necessary bec ause she does not believe in the 
existence of sin, nor in the need of atoneI!lent. 
She says: 
225) 
"Pz·ayer is not to be used as s confessional to 
cane el sin. 1.'his e1•ror would imp ode true 
religion. Sin is forgiven only, as it is 
destroyed by Christ, (that means) Truth and 
Lire. !£ e,rayer nour1shed the belief that!.!!!, 
is canceled, and that man isni'ade better oy 
merely p r aying, it is an evil •••• Temptation 
bids us repeat the offenca,and woe comes in 
return f~r what is done. So it will ever be till 
we learn that there is no discount in the law 
of justi~e, and thatwe must pay the 'uttermost 
farthing., ••• To suppose that Ood forgives or 
punishes sin, accor~~6 as His mercy is sought 
or unsought, is to misunderstand Love, and make 
pr ayer the safety-valve for wrong-doing •••• 
Do you ask Viisdom (that is, God) to be merciful 
and not punish sin? Then, ye ask aJr~ss. 
Without punishment sin would multiply. a 225) 
Bellwald, 21?.• ~., p.175: "While the Christian 
Chunch he.s al·,7s.ys exolted the act of: faith as 
the essential act of religion /~ellwald is e 
C&.t h oliy, t h e Gnostics, and w'ftb theni the 
Christian Scit3ntists, depreciate faith., in ouder 
to exalt uhD t t .:1ey label gnosis, understanding or 
science, but what ::i.n truth is nothing but a figment 
of' their fertile imagination." 
Science~ Health, pp.20.6.10, as quoted by 
Bellwald, .2E.• .£!1•, p.183. 
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Take e look a t Mrs. F.ddy•s definition or prayer:226) 
"Tr u e -pr ayer 1s not esk ing God for love; it is 
learning t o love , an rl to include all mankind 1n one 
affection. Pr ayer is t h e utilization of the love 
wherewith He loves us. Prayer begets en awakened desire 
to be and cl o good . a .,'\nd yet Mrs. Eddy know no prayer. 
Finally, Mrs. Eddy says that prayer is useless 
and injuriQus because all help should come f»om Gnosis: 
"The hobi t of' pleading with the Divine tiiind, ••• 
per petua t es the belief in God as humanly circum-
scribed -- an error which impedes spiritual growth. 
• • • A7111ere request that God will heel the sick 1s 
powerless t o gain more of t h e Divine Principle 
thsn 1s ·always at hand •••• A mere request that 
God will heal ••• is one belief casting out 
another,-- a belief in the unknown casting out 
a b elief i n sickness •••• Prayer to a corporeal 
God aff ects the sick like a drug, having no 
efficaey of its own, but borrowing its power 
from hUJ11.an f a ith and belief •••• This common form 
of nr ayi ng for t h e recovery of the sick finds 
hel"!) in blind beliet·; whereas help should come 
from t he enlightened understanding.a 227) 
Th€) followi ng pr ayers,which Mrs. Eddy ha.s drawn 
Up for little ch1ldren228), show that the Christian 
i,. tor,.. a~J o1se 
Science prayers are not only unchristian~ but are also 
devoid o~ any petitione · to the true God: 
"Fa the:r- l'.1other God, 
Loving me , --
Guard me •,vhen I sleep; 
Guide my little reet 
Up to Th.ee. 11 
Gnosis versus faith! 
"Father-Mother good, lovingly 
Thee I seek, --
Patient, meek, 
In the way Thou hast, 
Be it slow or fast, 
Up to 11h00. 11 
They can have their "Gnos1s." 
Let us keep t he faithl 
226) 
227) 
228) 
No and Yes, p . 39 . 
---Science~ Health, p .12. 
Miscellaneous Writings, p.400. 
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CONOLUSIO.N 
Almost everything that can be said in conclusion 
to the teachings of Gnosttc1sm can be applied also to 
the teachings of Christian Science. It is doubly 
significant what Lucius waterman says ot Onost1c1sm 
in conclusion: 
"For us in these modern times there is a fui'ther 
gain in t he call_:i.mg up of this Gnostic nonsenee 
of ••• centuries b 0 0 . It shows us how little the 
s pirit of the age can be trusted to meet the 
religious n~eds of the age. Gnosticism was 1'0117. 
but it was not the work of tools. It represents 
t he bes t work t hat some of the best minds of thet 
age could do in providing themselves with a 
r eligion, ,·,hen God 's religion did not suit them. 
Our ~ge is another age of restlessness, of tanci-
f'ul speculation, or religion-making •••• Again 
men are looking for a religion that can meet their 
wants. The old religion which alone succeeded in 
meeting men 's needs 1n the second end third 
c enturies , will alone meet any real needs of the 
nineteenth century, or even or ·the twentieth.n 229) 
Though this quot ation 1s taken from a work of the 
ninet eenth century, yet it is quite applicable to-day. 
There is absolutely no delusion which leads to as 
much speculation regarding God and the universe as 
the t eaching o:r Mrs . Mary Baker, Glover, Patterson! Bdd7. 
Her t eachi n g i s not only unscientific and unchristian, 
but it i s a lso supr $mely dangerous. 
~1th regard to ever y teaching we should ask: Does 
it conform to t he s t andard or the Gospel of Christ? 
rve must apDly t his standard to every new teaching, no 
matter hou scientific or unscientific it may be. With 
229) Ten Epocl:I 0£ Church History, Vol.II, p.207. 
this 1n mind, ' we r i nd that Christian Science is 
utterly beyond the scope or the Gospel. 
PSEUDO-SCIENTIFIC Christian Science, therefore, is 
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nothing more t h an a false science, being related to the 
Gnostic sects , the "oppositions or science fal9ely so 
call ed ( ,f lfvd.lv v,µ. () ~ r.,,.;:; (TIS ), " I Timothy 6, 20. 
Its Gnos i s is nothing mo~J than the fanciful product 
of t he imagi n ative mind. 
But Christ i an Science is also unscientific 1n its 
methods and princi pl es of acquiring this Gnosis, since 
it den ies t h e existence of all true reality. True 
science t hr~ughout the centuries has always been 
mater i alistic.* .All sciences which are atheistic and 
Gnostic in p r inciple ar e n~t real sciences. 
For this reason we must r ealize that we cannot 
combat the arguments of Christian Science with logic 
nor with pure ph i losophy . It is impossible to persuade 
a Chris t ian Scientist by ~~ro argument that the true 
Christian view is the only orthodox one. To convert 
a Chris tian Scientist, r,e must rely only on the power 
of the ~ord of d od . 
ABTI-OHRISTOLOGICAL As it has been pointed out, the 
Christian Scientists utterly reject the Christian 
Christology. According to l 'frs. Eddy's teaching, there 
is no ne ed of a y1or ld-Redeemer. 
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Even as t he ancient Gnostics ware considered as 
anti-Ch rists, even so wo cannot but think of Urs. Eddy 
* as an snti-Christol•gical teacher. Note the words 1n 
I John 4. 2-3: 
"Hereby, know ye the Spirit of God: ·Every apirit 
· t£a t c onfess e t h that Jesus Lis theJ Christ 
Lwh1c~ is come in the flesh is of God: 
11
.A!!_d every spirit thet confesseth not ,hat Jesus 
Lis t h~ Christ {;ihic'!!7 is come in the fle sh is 
not of God: and this is that spirit of ant1ch1'1at. 
whereof' ye ha v e heard t hat it should come; and 
even now already is 1t in the world. 11 
Though these words were originally 1rritteip.gainat the 
Gnostic Cerinthus, yet they can be also applied to 
Mrs. Eddy, whose teachings were, in part, a recurrence 
of thi s ancient unostic teaching. 
DANG :R OUS It follows frora this that Christian Science 
teachin{; i s v er y dangerous. i3y its "strone; delusions• 
it leads many on the pat h~ay to destruction. It is a 
"~ay that seemeth right unto a man but the end thereof 
are the ways of dee.th." Proverbs 14, 12. 
Yet we knor, t ha t even as Christianity ovaro~~e all 
the opp ositions of the Gnoscic teachers, even so the 
Christian Church will ultimately triumph over this 
modern , p ernici ous Gnosis of Christian Science. 
Soli Deo Gloriall 
--
* Co . Dakin, op . cit., p .281. 
ct·. a l so Science and lleal th, pp .559-562. 
BI 8LI0GRAPEY 
Ayer, Jos . G. Sourc e Book for .AJ'!C:lent Church 
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